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ABSTRACT
Based on the critique of privatization of the
waterfront, design and development explorations are made
to reinforce public access from the city to the water with
emphasis on creating a clear sequence of public spaces that
provide a variety of urban waterfront experiences.
Sargents Wharf is chosen as the site for this
exploration. It is the last publicly owned parcel in Boston
North End/Downtown waterfront that is still available for
redevelopment. A mix-use program is proposed to maximize
the accessibility of the wharf to a broad group of users.
The thesis draws together two development issues:
(i) how public access and benefits can be generated by
private development through public-private partnership and
creative programming; and (ii) how real estate value can be
created by quality design that incorporates public and private
goals.
The design exploration of Sargents Wharf focuses on
linking the inner North End region with the waterfront,
providing a territorial zone of exchange between land and
water, and developing a unique mix use waterfront
environment that creates real estate value. Design concepts
are derived from the observation and transformation of the
built and natural landscape. The intention is to create access
continuity with thematic variation from the built to the
unbuilt, enhancing a variety of experiences between the
urban fabric and the natural landscape. This will bring to the
public a new awareness of the relationship of the city and the
sea, as well as the opportunity to participate interactively
with the water's edge.
Thesis Supervisor- Jan Wampler
Title: Associate Professor of Architecture
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INTRODUCTION
This thesis is an exploration of the design and
development of a mixed-use waterfront project in Boston.
The chosen site is Sargents Wharf which is the last publicly
owned parcel in the Downtown/North End waterfront
district.
The intention of this thesis is to examine the
relationship of development and design. It examines how
design can be used to achieve development goals. There are
two components in this thesis, a development component
which focuses on the discussion of development forces that
shape the development and design concept, and a design
component which translates the development proposal to a
physical form.
This thesis has three chapters. The first chapter
focuses on the discussion of development issues in the
project. The development objectives and various forces that
shape the proposed development and design concepts of
Sargents Wharf are examined. Since the development is in
the form of a public private partnership, public policies and
market conditions are the two major forces that shape the
development concept. As a response to these forces, a
development concept of integrating three parcels to create a
10
waterfront mixed-use project is derived. A mixed-use
program that consists of housing, retail, office, hotel and
marina uses is proposed for the site. The theme is to produce
an habitat by the harbor and to introduce a public route to the
sea which reinforces the retail spine and the hotel
development of the project. Pro forma analysis is used to
study the financial feasibility of the proposal and to evaluate
the amount of public benefits generated. Also, a negotiated
design approach is used to create a design concept that
optimizes public and private objectives.
In chapter two, we look at the design development of
Sargents Wharf in an urban design context and within the
larger planning framework of the City. Sargents Wharf
should be understood as an integral part of the Harborwalk
planning initiative of the City to create a revitalized
waterfront that encourages public access and amenities.
Discussion of the overall scheme of Harborwalk and a
critique of past developments form the basis for a design
proposal for Sargents Wharf.
Chapter three focuses on the actual design
exploration of the site. The design intentions are to reinforce
public access from the inner North End neighborhood to
Sargents Wharf and to develop Sargents Wharf into a zone
of exchange between land and water. This chapter explores
the design of paths and places, built form and spaces in
Sargents Wharf by observation and transformation of
existing forms in the natural and urban landscape. Design
concepts related to public access, place making, territorial
exchange of land and water, and directional built continuity
are discussed. This is followed by a presentation of the final
design product.
The proposal in this thesis is not seen as the only
solution, but as one way of interpretating the development
and design opportunities of the site. The approach taken
reflects a development attitude of fulfilling public and private
objectives, and a design attitude of incorporating the urban
and natural landscapes.
11
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CHAPTER ONE
DEVELOPMENT
Perhaps nothing is as important to the development's future
as effectively searching for a theme. Establishing a
successful theme will control future spatial analysis, land-
use, scale, and meaning. Every waterfront needs its own
theme and image to be unique. A strong image gives the
visitor perception of the project before coming to the
waterfront and forming an opinion.
Azeo Torre
Waterfront Development
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1.1 DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of the private developer is to
create and implement an exciting, innovative design solution
to a waterfront mixed-use development, offering public
benefits to the City and the neighborhood, as well as
generating fiscal rewards. It can be categorized into different
components:
A. Design Objectives
a) Create a quality design that responds to the Harborpark
plan, provide linkage to the North End neighborhood, and
celebrate the unique waterfront location.
b) Create a design theme that will provide a strong image to
the site, and will increase the visibility of the project and
the developer.
c) Use negotiated design to explore a design solution that
creates greater collective benefit.
B. Financial and Economic Objectives
a) A mixed-use project of this size can be complex and risky.
The financial return is affected by the market conditions.
Market demand and supply can affect the sales price, rent,
occupancy rate, absorption period and the value of the
investment. So one way of maximizing return is to reduce
market or business risks by analyzing the market and to
come up with a development strategy that will increase the
marketability of the project.
b) In addition to market risks, financial risks are present,
especially in a project where substantial public benefits
have to be provided by the private development. The
major public benefits are public access/amenities and
affordable housing. The availability of federal subsidy has
decreased substantially in recent years, so the financial
challenge for the private developer is to come up with a
deal structure, a development concept and a program mix
that can generate adequate internal linkage payments from
the profit part of the project to finance the non-profit part,
and still be able to maintain a reasonable rate of return.
The minimum rate of return needed to make this project
financially feasible is 16%. A rate that is below 16% is
inadequate because the return cannot covered the projected
risks and opportunity costs of the development.
C.
a)'
Political and Social Objectives
The development of Sargents Wharf involves multi-
parties with a broad range of interests of which some can
be conflicting. The private developer has to work with the
BRA, the North End Waterfront Neighborhood Council,
and the non-profit neighborhood-based community
developer. In order to ensure co-operation and a smooth
development and approval process, the political objective
of the private developer is to encourage dialogue among
parties and to build consensus.
b) Fulfilling the vision of the City and neighborhood by
provision of a set of social benefits is one of the major
objectives of the developer. Through creative
programming, innovative design and negotiation, the
developer aims at providing a solution that best serves the
needs of all parties.
c) The private developer aims at building a good relationship
and establishing rapport with the BRA and the
neighborhood through this project. This is seen as
beneficial not only for the development of Sargents
Wharf, but also for future reference and cooperation.
In order to come up with a development proposal that
fulfills the above objectives, market, political, design and
financial analysis have to be made, and strategies have to be
formulated to craft a development package which will yield
the optimal results. In the following sections, we shall look
at public policies and market conditions that are used as a
basis to formulate the program. Then, we shall discuss the
design and the pro forma to test the feasibility of the
proposal.
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1.2 PUBLIC POLICIES
1.2.1 Public Policies for Sargents Wharf
Sargents Wharf is the last remaining publicly owned
waterfront site along the downtown inner harbor that
belongs to the Waterfront - Faneuil Hall Urban Renewal
Area. The Sargents Wharf site consists of approximately
112,000 square feet of land area, and 70,000 square feet of
water area to the 1880 pierhead line. Located in an inner
harbor residential area, Sargents Wharf directly adjoins
Boston's historic North End residential neighborhood and is
within walking distance of Quincy market, Government
Center and the Financial District.
The two main objectives of the BRA in the Sargents
Wharf development are (1) to promote the City's Harborpark
Plan and, (2) to fulfill the community's vision.
(1) Promoting the City's Harborpark Plan
The Harborpark Plan is a planning initiative that
leverage the economic attractiveness of waterfront
development to secure public benefits. The principal goal of
Harborpark is to boost Boston's quality of life. In keeping
with this goal, Sargents Wharf redevelopment will result in
public benefits such as new job opportunities, new housing,
improved public transportation, tax revenues, and a variety
of new cultural and recreational opportunities.
Public access is the main theme in Harborpark.
Sargents Wharf should be developed in accordance with this
theme. Public access should be maintained along the entire
water's edge, and that building height , massing, scale and
materials respond to historic waterfront construction. A set
of development and design guidelines are set for Sargents
Wharf which will be discussed in greater detail later in this
section.
2. Fulfilling the Community's vision
This past year, the BRA and the North End
Waterfront Neighborhood Council have met on a number of
occasions in order to fashion a redevelopment plan for
Sargents Wharf that responds to community concerns. The
process has been consistent with the City's goal of
establishing neighborhood councils to give residents a
greater voice in decisions that affect the quality of life in their
community.
The need for affordable housing in the North End
community is especially pressing. In accordance with the
( A
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City's goal of strengthening Boston's neighborhood on this
site, building affordable family and elderly dwelling units is
given a high priority.
The need for open space within dense in-town
residential areas is also apparent. This waterfront location is
advantageous for recreational uses. A cool sea breeze, a
distant view across the water, an opportunity for relaxing in
a park or boating in the harbor are of special significance for
city residents.
In order to expand employment and business
opportunities for Boston residents, and participation of non-
profit neighborhood-based community development
corporations, the selected private developer is encouraged to
form partnerships and joint ventures with non-profit
organizations, and maximize opportunities to women and
minority business enterprises.
Based on these two objectives, the BRA seeks
proposals for a mixed-use development in Sargents Wharf
that includes the following uses:
a) 100 units of on site affordable housing designed to
provide an equivalent level of amenity to that enjoyed by
other uses on the site.
b) Market rate housing.
c) Office uses if no significantly greater traffic impact results
on surrounding streets.
d) Ground floor retail along Commercial Street and water-
related service retail in the interior.
e) Under ground parking with a minimum of one parking
space per dwelling unit.
f) Waterfront frontage and water activity should be
maximized, like sailing school and water shuttle services.
g) Public access and uses that are inviting to the general
public. Recreational/cultural uses should be developed in
the broadest sense creating opportunities not only for
strolling and passive enjoyment of the waterfront but also
for water related recreation, small retail shops and public
art.
With the consensus of the North End neighborhood
and in accordance with the Harborpark plan, a set of
development and design guidelines are set for Sargents
Wharf:
16
A. Height and Massing
a) The overall development must not exceed a floor area ratio
(FAR) of 2 (excluding below grade parking), based on an
overall site area of 112,000 land square feet plus the area
of new pier construction. It is recommended that the pier
design should nor exceed 30,000 square feet unless
significant additional public benefits are demonstrated.
b) The new development should be built in scale with the
surrounding structures and in response to the ubiquitous
pattern and direction of finger pier wharf buildings.
c) The overall building must be broken up into discrete
masses by view corridors and pedestrian access ways.
d) Building heights must comply with an average 55 foot
height limit: 75 feet along Commercial Street, 55 feet at
the harbor-facing water's edge, and less than 55 feet
beyond the bulkhead.
B. Vistas and Views
a) An uninterrupted view corridor must be provided across
the site along the alignment of Clark Street from its
intersection with Hanover Street all the way to the Water's
edge. Building massing and site design of the Sargents
Wharf development should define and strengthen this Existing site plan of Sargents Wharf
17
important visual connection between the North End and
the harbor.
b) Additional cross-wharf view corridors can be
incorporated into the design.
C. Vehicular Access
a) Vehicular access to serve service needs should be
provided along the present Eastern Avenue.
D. Public Open Space. Pedestrian Ways and Amenities
a) The overall treatment of public spaces within the Sargents
Wharf development should relate to other nearby open
spaces.
b) A minimum of 66% of the total site area must be
maintained as open space. The majority of the open space
should be made accessible to the public.
c) A continuous public pedestrian walkway, with a minimum
width of 20 feet must be provided along the entire length
of the water's edge in accordance with Harborpark
standards.
d) Clearly defined and inviting public pedestrian ways must
be provided along the visual corridors.
e) The overall open space system should be organized into a
series of public open spaces that provide a variety of
recreational opportunities.
1.2.2 Public Policies for Pilot House Extension
In conjunction with the Request for Proposals for
Sargents Wharf, the BRA also seeks proposals for
redevelopment of the Pilot House Extension. This parcel is
owned by the BRA. It is across Eastern Avenue from the
Sargents Wharf site, directly adjacent to Lewis Wharf. The
Pilot House Extension site consists of approximately 13,424
square feet of land area. The primary goal for redevelopment
of this parcel is creation of value that can be contributed
towards the construction of affordable housing on Sargents
Wharf.
Redevelopment proposals can include housing,
ground level retail or office, and below grade parking.
Around 60 housing units should be provided. Either 25% of
the housing units must be affordable to low and moderate
income households or an equivalent contribution toward off-
site construction of affordable housing must be provided.
The minimum required off-site contribution is calculated
through the following formula: Total number of housing
units in the Pilot House Extension project x 50% x
$25,000.00.
The BRA design and development guidelines for
Pilot House Extension include the following:
A.Height and Massing
a) The overall development must not exceed the massing
envelop which is defined by extending the volume of the
existing Pilot House building to Commercial Street. It is
anticipated that such extension will result in approximately
85,000 gross (FAR) square feet (excluding below grade
parking).
b) Building heights must not exceed the height of the
existing Pilot House. The height to the cornice shall be 57
ft; and tallest occupiable height shall be 75 ft. Varied roof
lines in order to break up the overall massing such as at
the Custom House Block on Long Wharf are especially
encouraged.
c) The massing of the new building should respond to the
direction and pattern of finger pier buildings. Stepped or
broken facades are also preferred to solid or flat masses in
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order to increase views and deflect upper level winds
from pedestrian ways and spaces.
B. Views and Vistas
a) View corridors between Commercial Street and the
water's edge will be maintained along Eastern Avenue and
between the Pilot House Extension Parcel and the Lewis
Wharf granite building along the alignment of Fleet Street
from its intersection with Hanover Street. The Pilot
House Extension project should define and strengthen
these important visual connections between the North End
and the Harbor.
C. Vehicular Access and Circulation
a) A vehicular access way of sufficient width to serve traffic
flow, parking access, and service needs of the Pilot
House Extension development as well as the existing Pilot
House, Sargents Wharf, and potential future
redevelopment at the end of Lewis Wharf must be
established and maintained along the present Eastern
Avenue.
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1.3 MARKET ANALYSIS
Complicated mixed-use waterfront developments,
such as Sargents Wharf, are greatly influenced by economic
and market conditions, that is demand and supply. Demand
is influenced by factors such as demographics, location and
physical attributes of the site, the economic climate and other
government factors like availability of subsidies. Supply is
affected by the volume of new construction and conversion,
availability of vacant land and other factors of production,
rent levels and sales price trends, as well as mortgage market
conditions. Demand and supply together will determine the
real estate prices and the return of the investment.
Market analysis of supply and demand forces that
govern real estate return are needed to reduce market risks
and to design a program mix that best responds to the market
conditions. Market or business risks are the probabilities that
the investment will not generate as much net income from
operation and reversion as expected due to the variability of
rent, selling price, operating expenses, vacancy and
absorption rates.
The following section presents a summary review of
economic and market indicators which have been considered
by the development team in formulating its design and
development proposals.-
1.3.1 An Economic Overview and Outlook for the
Future
Between 1976 and 1989, Boston's economy had
enjoyed a level of prosperity unmatched by any prior period
in the City's history. A total of $14 billion in real estate
investment and the creation of 116,000 jobs were among the
leading indicators of Boston's prosperity over this 14-year
span. A major factor in Boston's prosperity had been the
growth in service industries, resulting in job growth, real
estate investment, and a strong office and housing market.
As with all economic cycles, Boston's record growth
rate had begun to moderate to levels that more closely
approximate Boston's historic growth rate and those of a
nation as a whole. A combination of factors ranging from the
maturity of the computer industry, declining defense
spending, financial market fluctuations, and overbuilding in
the housing market had contributed to Boston's slowdown
in growth.
In late 1988 Boston's economy began showing signs
of an economic slowdown as evidenced by higher
unemployment rates, slower job growth, decreased housing
sales volume and prices. These trends had continued into
1989, but had been balanced by some other signals of an
economy with real strength. Unemployment was 4.4 percent
in September 1988, up from 3.3% of the year before, but
still below the national rate of 5.1%. Job growth fell to 5000
jobs in 1988 from 15,000 in 1987, but the job trend was still
positive. Housing sales fell, new starts declined, the waiting
time of sales crept beyond 90 days, and sales volumes were
either flat or showed declines of about 5%, but this reflected
the moderating of an over heated market. Office leasing
dropped, yet vacancy rates remained among the highest.
Hotel occupancy rates were down to 4% in 1989, yet they
ranked high in the nation and hotel room rates remain strong.
Retail sales were up 3% when compared to August, 1988.
The overall view, then, is one of slower growth in an
economy that remains strong. According to the New
England Economic Project (NEEP), a group of business,
academic and government economists, the outlook for
Boston in 1990 is for continued moderate growth, with an
upturn in economic activity predicted in 1991.
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According to the BRA Research Department, the
long term economic outlook beyond 1992, to 1995 and 2000
remains bright in the eyes of most public and private
economic forecasters at the national and local levels. The
outlook for the real estate market in 1990 is stabilized with
steady absorption somewhat lower than that of the mid
1980s, but will still remain strong.
After having an overview of Boston economy and
the real estate market, the following sections focus on the
discussion of individual markets, such as the office market,
the retail market, and the residential market in relation to
Sargents Wharf.
1.3.2 Office Market
The BRA specifies in the Request For Proposal that a
portion of the market rate housing in Sargents Wharf may be
devoted to office use if no significant greater traffic impact
results on surrounding streets.
Several questions should be raised when considering
the programming of office uses in Sargents Wharf. First,
should offices be included in the redevelopment? If the
answer is yes, how much square footage of office space
should there be? Who will be the target market? Is the office
space for sale or for rent?
Office uses should be included in the development
because of favorable office market projection by the time the
construction is completed. According to the BRA
projections, the office market in Boston is expected to
maintain its health and bright prospect into the remaining of
this century because of the expected growth in the service
industries that will be brought about by further economic
diversification and the increasing globalization of trade. The
reemergence of the European economy as a stronger and
more unified force will significantly stimulate world trade in
the next decade, especially along the North Atlantic rim.
With such an optimistic prospect, the BRA predicts that all
classes of office space in the city of Boston during the next
12 years will increase at a rate averaging from 1 to 1.5
million square feet per year, while the annual net absorption
of office space is anticipated to be between 1.2 and 1.5
million square feet.
Office Employment Growth by Sector: Boston, 1976-2000
Employees
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Office Space Stock In the Boston Office Market: All
Classes,1959-2000
(actual to 1989, projected to 2000: in thousands of square feet)
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Due to the favorable economic condition, around
61,000 square feet of office space is proposed in the
Sargents Wharf development. This amount of square footage
is seen as appropriate because it will not result in any
significant greater traffic impacts, and will provide a balance
mix of uses to the project. Retail, especially food services,
can benefit from the demand created by the employees.
Furthermore, since the market for housing is slow, it is
appropriate to diversify and substitute some of the housing
square footage to office uses in order to reduce risks. The
inclusion of office uses can also prevent the wharf from
being too private in their orientation.
The office uses in the proposed development should
be client based destination which does not depend on traffic
or visibility because of the relative isolation of the site to the
main financial and business district. The target market
includes mostly of professional offices and small business
owners, such as design and architecture firms, doctors' and
lawyers' offices, insurance companies, consulting and
accounting firms. Such a tenant mix is proven to be
successful from precedent developments in North End
waterfront.
2
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The development of office condominiums instead of
rental units is proposed because of a growing interest and
demand of office owners, especially small business owner
and professional firms, to secure an equity interest in their
space. This is in part due to the role played by real estate as
an investment vehicle and in part due to the changing
structure of office leasing.
" A growing number of businesses are buying the
argument that the best way to control occupancy
costs and locate in prestigious areas is to own
space.
National Real Estate Investor
"Office condominiums are gaining interest across the
country as rent soar and new rent escalation clauses
in leases make long-term costs for office space
unpredictable"
New York Times
The exciting location, water views, proximity to
downtown and major land and water transits as well as
opportunity for an equity interest will draw targeted office
tenants to purchase office condominiums in Sargents Wharf.
1.3.3 Retail Market
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Retail had not been a very successful component in
past developments. The low return was due to the lack of a
good retail environment. First, a lot of the developments had
a heavy residential component. Retail was underdeveloped.
There was simply a lack of critical mass to produce a draw.
Secondly, the wharves were privatized, public access was
not encouraged and thus had a negative impact on retail.
Retail return was directly proportional to the degree of public
access. Lower the accessibility, lower the rental and
occupancy rate.
Lessons can be learnt from past developments. First,
the retail development of Sargents Wharf requires careful
programming to create a tenant mix that will successfully
serve the target market. Secondly, a retail theme and
environment are needed to encourage use. The presence of a
critical retail mass and public accessibility are necessary to
produce a good retail environment. All retail should be
located on the ground floor to increase visibility and
accessibility.
There are two target markets for retail on the
proposed development:
a) People who use the site such as residents, office
employees, boat terminal passengers.
b) People who come to the site because of a specific
recreation or retail purposes. They are the North Enders,
the general public, and tourists. Thus there will be a need
to create a sense of place.
The tenant mix should include small tenant retail
shops that serve the local users and neighborhood, specialty
and anchor stores that draw customers to the site. Small
tenant retail stores include a cafe and a pastry store, a video
shop and a wine store, a cleaner and laundry, a pharmacy
and a bank. These stores are mainly for on site users and the
North End neighborhood. They should be located along
streets and pedestrian spines that are visually and physically
accessible, such as along Commercial Street and the
pedestrian path along the visual corridor.
Specialty stores such as marine related shops are
client oriented. They serves local residents who own boats
as well as other clients who come specifically for their
marine service and supplies. These stores do not require
Retail in the North End
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visibility and should be located further in site along the
water's edge where the sailing club and boats are.
Anchor stores draw customers to the site. Food
related retails are usually successful anchors in the
waterfront. For example, the 7-11 grocery store and
restaurants on Commercial Wharf have got reasonable
return. Furthermore, food has been used as a retail theme in
the Harborpark development, from Quincy Market to Pilot
House on Sargents Wharf. The proposed development
should consider the use of two food anchors to define the
retail spine and to draw customers to the site. A convenience
store at Commercial Street can act as an anchor on one end
while a floating seafood restaurant along the pier can act as
an anchor on the other end. The convenience store will serve
local residents as well as residents in the North End. The
seafood restaurant will attract the public and tourists to the
wharf.
The issue of year round marketability of the retail and
thus financial feasibility should also be considered. The
possibility of an indoor retail environment, such as a retail
gallery with an atrium and a winter garden, should be
considered in addition to a outdoor retail spine so as to
provide a shelter retail area in the winter. Shops in the retail
gallery can be stores that serve the on-site users which do
not require visibility and traffic, like the video store and
health club. Office employees and residents who live above
the retail gallery have the additional benefit to shop in the
winter without the need to go outdoor.
1.3.4 Housing Market
Residential development represents a major building
program component of the proposal. A review of Boston's
housing experience over the past decade, population trends
and projections, are used as indicators of demand. A survey
of housing supply and an evaluation of near term economic
posture have provided the developer a comprehensive
perspective of housing at the subject property.
There was a large demand and supply of
condominiums in the 1980s. According to the BRA's study,
"Demographic and Housing Stock Changes in the City of
24
Restaurants in the waterfront
Boston in 1980s", the majority of market-rate housing units
produced in Boston during the 1980s were in condominium
form. Of the total 5,796 units of new construction, 2,512
were condominiums. Yet less than one quarter were created
through new construction. Nearly 72% were rental
conversions. In summary, the past decade witnessed a
limited supply of "net" new, market-rate condominiums in
the City.
The condominium market has started to slow down
since 1988 because of an overheated market and excess
supply in the mid 1980s. There is a backlog of condominium
units. Prices dropped. It is predicted by the BRA that it will
take three to four years for the market to improve.
Although an excess supply of market housing in
Boston may mean higher market risks for the proposed
development, such as slower absorption and lower selling
prices, the impact is predicted not to be very great because of
both supply and demand conditions.
Most condominiums in the market are rental
conversions, only a small amount of new construction are
comparable to Sargents Wharf. By the time the construction
of Sargents Wharf is completed in 1993, the outlook of the
condominium market will be better as the backlog of market
stock will have gradually been absorbed. Furthermore,
Sargents Wharf is the last remaining piece of wharf in the
Downtown/North End waterfront that is available for
residential development, so no other major competitive
supply is predicted in the immediate neighborhood. This
optimistic outlook is based on the assumptions that no great
competition will exist in other waterfront locations and that
the excess housing supply can be absorbed within a three
year period.
To reduce the market risk of oversupply, the
proposed development in Sargents Wharf can be phased.
The proposal includes 139 units of market housing. The
absorption period for the market rate condominium sales is
estimated to be three years, that is, around 50 units per year.
For this reason, the phasing plan calls for the Sargents
Wharf buildings to be constructed first with the Pilot House
extension element to be started a year later.
Condominiums in Union Wharf
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Demand for waterfront market housing is predicted
to be strong. The typical target market is primarily made up
of professional singles/couples (age 30-45), empty nesters,
and corporations who acquire residential units for use by
executives and guests. Demographics show that there will be
an increasing number of empty nesters and professional
singles/couples in the 1990s, constituting a high demand of
waterfront market housing. Also, there is an increasing trend
of condominium acquisition by international corporations
and foreign investors.
In addition to the above target market, there is a
potential market constituted by suburban household that
moves back to the City. The depression of the Central Artery
in the near future will cause substantial traffic problems
during its long phase of construction. This will give
additional incentives for suburban household to move back
to the City. Sargents Wharf is located near to the downtown
financial district within walking distance, so demand for
such a residential location is predicted to be strong.
The marketability of market rate housing on Sargents
Wharf can be increased by product diversification and
differentiation. By product diversification, more variety of
housing units can be provided for a broader range of
customers. The housing units include one, two and three
bedroom units, duplexes, and terraced units, catering to the
needs of different households and consumer preferences. By
product differentiation, a unique living environment can out-
compete other condominium projects. For instance, the
marketing theme for Sargents Wharf is a habitat that
emphasizes the interaction with nature, from sky, to earth
and water.
So far, we have discussed the market for market rate
housing in Sargents Wharf. Another housing component in
Sargents Wharf is affordable housing. There has been a
problem of affordable housing shortage in the North End as
the problem of gentrification increases. Low income
residents are forced to move out as prices of real estate
increases in the North End. Recent developments along the
waterfront have resulted in privatization of the wharves by
the high income group, as most of the residential
developments are luxurious condominiums units. One
political and socio-economic issue is to make the waterfront
also affordable to low and moderate income groups.
Therefore, raximizing the number of affordable housing
units on Sargents Wharf is an important objective in this
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Housing in the North End
proposal. At least one hundred units of affordable housing
will be provided in Sargents Wharf to the North End
residents.
The affordable units are mainly targeted to North End
low income to moderate income families and the elderly. The
North End is a moderate-income neighborhood, and
although median incomes are higher here than citywide,
there is still a large number of poor residents. The largest
proportion of inhabitants fell into the oldest category. The
median age of the North End-Waterfront is considerably
older than the city (35.6 compared to 28.9 citywide). In
addition to an aging population, there has been a substantial
increase in the number of households and young families in
the North End. So there is a high demand of affordable
housing for families and the elderly. About 60% of the
affordable units provided in the proposed development are
two and three bedroom apartments targeted for families,
while the one bedroom units are targeted for the elderly.
Since most of the housing in the North End are rental
units with a shortage of owner-occupied housing, the
affordable housing in the proposed development should take
the form of limited equity cooperative to provide more
opportunities for home ownership and permanent
affordability to the low income North End residents. A more
detailed discussion of affordable housing and limited equity
cooperatives will be provided later in this chapter.
1.3.5 Hotel
In accordance with the Harborpark planning
initiative, Boston waterfront has been developed into a
recreational and tourist resort area. A lot of tourists visit the
waterfront every year, especially during the summer months.
Thus there is a high demand for hotel at a waterfront
location. The development of a hotel in Sargents Wharf can
capture this demand. Furthermore, the proximity of Sargents
Wharf to downtown and the financial district can also attract
a lot of business travellers.
Precedents of hotel development along the
Downtown/North End waterfront have been very
successful.The 230-room hotel is a key element in the
Rowes Wharf mixed-use development. It is the anchor for
the development, providing numerous services that the other
Rowes Wharf Hotel
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uses, especially office and residential, can draw upon.The
hotel has also generated a high return for the development.
The 395-room Marriott Hotel in Long Wharf is also a
profitable venture. It has one of the highest hotel occupancy
rate in Boston. Again, it is the anchor for the Long Wharf
mixed-use development.
A 183-room hotel is proposed in Sargents Wharf.
Together with housing, the hotel acts as an anchor for the
mixed-use development. The two main reasons for including
a hotel in the project are risks diversification and strong
demand estimation.
Due to the recent decline in the real estate market,
reflected by dropping prices, slow absorption and higher
vacancy rates, the inclusion of a hotel in the development can
diversify some of the risks since hotel users are mostly
tourists and foreigners rather than local buyers. If the
development depends heavily on sales of condominiums, a
slow market will make the project very risky, the return will
drop and risks of default will increase because there may not
be adequate income generated from sales to cover debt
services. The inclusion of a hotel can generate a more regular
stream of cash flow to finance the debt and diversify the
risks.
The second reason of developing a hotel in Sargents
Wharf is because of the estimated high demand and thus
increase in return. According to the BRA prediction, the
tourists industry will continue to grow in the next decade,
leading to an increase demand in hotel space. Furthermore,
the continuous redevelopment of the waterfront as a
recreation and tourists resort will further boost the hotel
industry.
Sargents Wharf development presents an excellent
opportunity to capture this market. It is located near two
major tourist attraction : Faneuil Hall/Quincy Market and the
Historic North End. The design development of Sargents
Wharf should attempt to draw tourists and hotel customers
from the waterfront and the North End to the site by
providing a strong linkage and a thematic design that act as a
major waterfront attraction. This will increase the
marketability of the hotel. For instance, a maritime theme of
"route to the sea" can be pursued in Sargents Wharf. It is
possible to extend the Freedom Trail to Sargents Wharf by
providing a strong pedestrian route from the North End
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1.4 DEAL STRUCTURE
through the Clark Street corridor. A marine museum built on
the pier extension of Sargents Wharf will draw a lot of
tourists to the site, benefiting the hotel and retail components
of the project. Then from Sargents Wharf, a water linkage to
Charlestown Navy Yard can be provided by water shuttles.
The presence of the Constitution and the relocation of the
Aquarium to Charlestown Navy Yard will continue the
maritime theme of the route. In addition, a water taxi-
terminal with harbor tours and shuttles to the Logan Airport
will make the hotel more attractive to tourists and hotel
guests.
It is estimated that a 183-room Marine Hotel will be
suitable for the site based on the anticipated demand and
supply. As described above, it is predicted that the demand
will be strong. Nonetheless, the hotel is limited to 183
rooms because of the additional supply of hotel space
proposed in the Lewis Wharf redevelopment. It is estimated
that 183 rooms will be a successful addition to the
development. The average room rate will be approximately
$180 per day with an assumed 75% occupancy rate. The
hotel on Rowes Wharf charges $250 and Long Wharf
Marriott charges $220. Since Sargents Wharf is further
down the North End region, a rate of $180 is appropriate.
Based on the above discussion of the public sector
objectives and the market analysis of different uses, a
development proposal is created. In the following sections,
we shall focus the discussion on the proposal: the
development concept , the deal structure and the program.
Proposed hotel
The proposed development is a joint public private
venture as well as a profit and non-profit partnership. The
deal structure consists of three parties: the for-profit
developer, the non-profit developer and the BRA. Through
this joint venture and partnership, both private and public
benefits are created.
The deal between the BRA and the for-profit
developer is: the BRA provides free land in Sargents Wharf
and Pilot House Extension for redevelopment, in return the
for-profit developer has to finance a package of public
benefits including affordable housing, public spaces and
amenities. The for-profit developer has to use the return of
the profit part of the project to generate internal subsidy to
finance the non-profit part. This proposal uses all internal
subsidy to finance the project. No external subsidy is
required.
In order to make this project financially feasible,
another site is incorporated in the development in addition to
Sargents Wharf and Pilot House Extension. This is 280
Commercial Street which is at present a vacant lot. It is
opposite to Sargents Wharf and can be easily integrated into
the development. The lot is owned by The Abbey Group.
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The for-profit developer can either acquire this lot which is
evaluated at a cost of $1,500,000 or form a limited
partnership with the Abbey Group and use the lot as an
equity contribution to the project.
The integration of three parcels can support a critical
mass for the development to generate enough return for the
public benefits. The sources of the for-profit developer's
contribution comes from 50% of the total return of the
market part of the project which includes market housing,
retail, office, hotel, marina and parking, and the 280
Commercial Street land contribution. The total development
contribution is estimated to be $19,133,972 in this proposal.
For detailed breakdown of the contribution, see exhibit 4.
The for-profit developer's contribution is used to
support the financial gap of the affordable housing, the
marine museum and other public amenities. The financial
gap is the difference of the cost in excess of value. Since the
affordable units has a below market rate value, subsidy is
needed to cover the cost. The same applies to the museum
and other public amenities. The financial gap of 100 units of
affordable housing is estimated to be $14,701,477 while the
museum and other public amenities have a gap of
$2,810,501. In addition, a total of $1,621,995 for job
contribution, linkage payment and arts and community
contribution is created by the development.
In addition to the objective of using private
development to generate public benefits, another underlying
objective of the deal structure is to increase the involvement
by neighborhood based non-profit corporations in the
development. A limited partnership is formed between the
developer and the neighborhood based non-profit
corporation selected by the BRA. The non-profit corporation
can cooperate with the developer in the following areas:
(a) planning the project;
(b) gaining the required approvals;
(c) co-ordinate the selection of the affordable owners;
(d) implement the Affirmative Fair Housing Marketing Plan;
(e) participate in the management of the affordable housing
components in the project upon completion and
occupancy.
In return for the functions performed by the non-
profit partner, it will receive a management fee of $50,000
per year upon obtaining financing until the time of
occupancy of the affordable housing, and share parts of the
profits in excess of the minimum required for financing. The
developer will limit the required return to 20% of the
development costs. The 20% return is the minimum required
to offset the risks of construction cost overruns, the market
risk of sales price levels and market absorption. Any profits
exceeding those minimums will be shared with the
designated non-profit partner (70% to the developer and
30% to the non-profit partner) to further reduce the price
level for the affordable housing and to contribute to
community facilities such as day care and community space.
While most developer share the downside risks with its
partner, not many are willing to share the upside profit. The
profit sharing system will increase the incentive for the non-
profit partner to co-operate with the developer to make the
development a profitable venture.
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1.5 DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
A 459,545 square foot mixed-use development is
proposed. This development includes three parcels: Sargents
Wharf, Pilot House Extension, and 280 Commercial Street.
The integration of three parcels is necessary to create a
critical mass to support the large package of public benefits
generated by this project. In addition, the inclusion of three
parcels creates more design opportunities and options to
create an integrated, coherent development that has a positive
impact on the urban environment.
The mixed-use program is listed below, for detailed
breakdown of the uses in individual buildings, refer to the
opposite table and the plans.
Summary of the Proposed Mixed-Use Program
(1) 197,570 g.s.f of housing - a total of 200 units of which
100 are market units and the remaining 100 are
affordable units. Of the 100 affordable units, 50 are for
the elderly, and 50 are for families.
(2) 40,500 g.s.f. of retail space with 2 food anchors
(3) 52,530 g.s.f. of office space for professional firms and
small business owners.
(4) A 183-room hotel of 76,950 g.s.f
(5) 2 levels of underground parking with 435 spaces
(6) A marina with 100 small boat slips and 3 large boat
docks
(7) A water-taxi terminal available to inner harbor shuttles,
such as going to Charlestown Navy Yard, Logan Airport
shuttles and sailing tours of the harbor.
(6) 33,700 g.s.f. of subsidized public amenities and
community spaces:
a) A marine museum of 21,200 g.s.f.
b) A arts and craft gallery of 3,500 g.s.f.
c) A community boat house of 1,550 g.s.f.
d) An observation pavilion of 650 g.s.f.
e) A community conference room of 1,800 g.s.f.
f) A health clinic of 3,000 g.s.f. in the elderly
affordable housing
g) A day care center of 2,000 g.s.f
(A) 280 Commercial Street
280 Commercial Street is located opposite to
Sargents Wharf on the other side of Commercial Street. At
present, the lot is vacant. It has a site area of 16,594 g.s.f.
Proposed site plan of Sargents Wharf,
Pilot House Extension and
280 Commercial Street
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DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
PROGRAM SUMMARY
HOUSING UNITS: 197,570 GSF (200 UNITS: 100 MARKET, 100 AFFORDABLE)
RETAIL: 40,500 GSF
OFFICE: 52,530 GSF
HOTEL: 76,950 GSF
MARINA: 100 SMALL RECREATION SLIPS, 3 DOCKS
PARKING: 2 LEVELS, 435 SPACES
MUSEUM: 21,200 GSF
COMMUNITY/PUBLIC: 7,500 GSF (INCLUDING COMMUNITY MEETING SPACE, BOAT HOUSE,
ARTS AND CRAFT GALLERY, OBSERVATION
PAVILION)
280 COMMERCIAL STREET
TOTAL SITE AREA: 16,594 GSF
TOTAL BUILDING AREA 77,074 GSF
FAR: 4.64
AVERAGE HEIGHT: 61.7 Fr
BUILDING FOOTPRINT: 12,500 GSF
HOUSING UNITS: 34 MARKET, 50 AFFORDABLE
(A) AFFORDABLE HOUSING FOR THE ELDERLY AND COMMUNITY FACILITIES
LEVEL HOUSING RETAIL OFFICE COMMUNITY MARINE
1BR 2BR 3BR TOTAL GSF GSF GSF PUBLIC GSF SLIPS/DOCK
1 3,500 1,800
2 4 3 6,100 (Health Clinic (Community
3 4 3 6,100 & Management meeting room)
4 7 2 6,100 Office)
5 7 2 6,100
6 5 2 5,200
7 5 2 5,200
8 2 2 3,9501_1
L_ 34 16 38_750 _38,70113,500 1,800
(B) MAIKET RATE HOUSING AND RETAIL
LEVEL HOUSING RETAIL OFFICE SUPPORT MARINE
1BR 2BR 3BR TOTAL GSF GSF GSF LOBBY GSF SLIPS/DOCK
1 4,000 2,000
2 2 3 3 5,958
3 3 3 2 5,958
4 2 4 1 5,958
5 2 4 1 5,350
6 1 2 1 3,800
L_ 10 16 8 27,024 4,000 12,000
The proposed building area is 77,074 g.s.f. resulting in a
FAR of 4.64. This is within the allowed FAR limit of 5.
The proposed L-shaped building completes the hinge
block configuration of the site. It is composed of two parts.
The part along Clark Street is 8 stories high and is designed
for elderly affordable housing. This building together with
the building on the opposite street defines the Clark Street
visual corridor from the North End to the waterfront. This
location is suitable for elderly housing because it is close to
the North End where the elderly can easily get services
without the need of crossing the heavily trafficked
Commercial Street. The ground floor has a 1,800 g.s.f.
community meeting room and a 2,250 g.s.f. health clinic
while the upper floors have 50 affordable units.
The second part of the proposed building is along
Commercial Street. It steps down in height to match the
existing buildings on the block. This part consists of 4,000
g.s.f. of retail on the ground floor and 34 market rate
housing units from the second to the sixth floor.
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The provision of retail spaces on the ground floor
and housing above is typical of the North End fabric.
Housing above ground ensures privacy and security while
retail on the ground level has higher visual and physical
accessibility. The proposed retail on this site is important to
draw people from the North End to walk down Clark Street.
(B) Pilot House Extension
The Pilot House Extension is a 13,424 g.s.f. parcel
that extends from Pilot House to Commercial Street. A
Request for Proposals is released for the Pilot House
Extension in conjunction with the Request for Proposal of
Sargents Wharf. The allowed building area is 85,000 g.s.f.
The proposed building area is 84,900 g.s.f. with a FAR of
6.75.
The proposed building is ten floors high but the
massing steps down to allow more units to have an harbor
view and to deflect wind. It has an average height of 79.9 ft
which exceeds the maximum allowed height limit of 75 ft by
5 ft., only 7%. This average 79.9 ft height is a result of the
shift of mass which is necessary in order to create an arch
between the Pilot House and the extension. The arch
PILOT HOUSE EXTENSION
TOTAL SITE AREA: 13,424 GSF
TOTAL ALLOWED BUILDING AREA: 85,000 GSF
TOTAL ACTUAL BUILDING AREA: 84,900 GSF
FAR: 6.32
HEIGHT LIMIT: 75 FT
AVERAGE HEIGHT: 79.9 FT
HOUSING: 39 MARKET, 25 AFFORDABLE (39%), AFFORDABLE HOUSING REQUIREMENT 25%
(C) MIXED-INCOME HOUSING AND OFFICE
LEVEL HOUSING RETAIL OFFICE COMMUNITY MARINE
1BR 2BR 3BR TOTAL GSF GSF GSF PUBLIC GSF SLIPS/DOCK
1 8,400
2 1 5 2 10,500
3 4 3 1 10,500
4 1 5 2 10,500
5 1 5 2 10,500
6 4 3 1 10,500
7 1 7 2 10,500
8 2 1 1 4,500
9 2 2 1 4,500
10 2 2 1 _4_500
18 33 13 76,500L _8,400
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SARGENTS WHARF
EXISTING WHARF AREA: 112,000 GSF
CUT: 24,700 GSF FILL: 37,978 GSF NET FILL: 13,278 GSF
NEW WHARF SITE AREA: 125,278 GSF
NEW PIER: 30,050 GSF
TOTAL SITE AREA: 155,328 GSF
TOTAL BUILDING AREA 297,571 GSF
FAR: 1.92
TOTAL BUILDING FOOTPRINT: 63,840 GSF
OPEN SPACE OF WHARF & PIER: 91,488 GSF (60% OF TOTAL SITE AREA)
OPEN SPACE OF WHARF: 87,068 GSF (70% OF WHARF SITE AREA)
AVERAGE HEIGHT OF WHARF: 68 FT
AVERAGE HEIGHT OF WHARF AND PIER: 46 FT
(D) HO'EL AND RETAIL
LEVEL H OTEL RETAIL OFFICE SUPPORT MARINE
SIN DOU TOTAL GSF GSF GSF LOBBY GSF SLIPS/DOCK
1 6,000 3,500
2 8,200
3 8 8 6,200
4 8 8 6,200
5 8 8 6,200
6 7 8 6,200
7 7 8 6,200
8 7 8 6,200
9 6 6 5,400
10 6 6 5,400
11 6 6 5,400
12 6 6 5,400
13 6 6 5,400
14 5 5 4,500
15 5 5 4,500
16 5 5 3,750
1_ 90 93 76,950 6,000 1 __11,700
(E) MIXED-INCOME HOUSING WITH A COMMERCIAL AND COMMUNITY BASE_ _
LEVEL HOUSING RETAIL OFFICE COMMUNITY MARINE
1BR 2BR 3BR TOTAL GSF GSF GSF PUBLIC GSF SLIPS/DOCK
1 15,312
2 13,850
3 10,500
4 4 7 3 15,360
5 4 7 3 15,360
6 4 4 4 12,288
7 4 4 4 12,288
LA 16 22 14 55,296 15,312 24,350_
provides open access into the site from Lewis wharf as well
as creating a cross pier visual corridor. It is believed that the
minor relaxation of the height limit is worthwhile to create
the arch.
There are 64 units of housing (18 one bedroom
units, 33 two bedroom units, 13 three bedroom units). Of
the 64 units, 39 are market units and 25 are affordable units.
The affordable units occupies 39% of the housing which
satisfy the minimum 25% requirement.
The ground floor has 84,00 g.s.f of office space.
Office use is suitable here because Eastern Avenue is a
secondary street, too public for housing and too private for
retail. It's semi-public environment is suitable for office use
that does not require visibility, like architecture firms. The
proximity to parking and ease of vehicular access are also
beneficial to office use.
(C) Sargents Wharf
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Three buildings are proposed on the wharf, a 183
room hotel, a mixed-income housing with a commercial
base, and a boat house with marine retail and offices above.
The hotel has 183 rooms with a ground floor
restaurant and gift shop. The hotel act as a major anchor of
the site, defining the gateway to Sargents Wharf.
The mix-income housing building consists of 27
market units and 25 affordable units. These units are
designed on top of a commercial base. The roof of the
commercial base is articulated into a private roof garden for
the residents. Some of the market units are terraced to
increase sun exposure, views to the harbor and private
outdoor spaces. These feature will increase the marketability
and the selling price.
The commercial base below consists of 15,312 g.s.f
of ground floor retail and two floors of offices with a total
24,350 g.s.f. The ground floor retail is designed as a retail
gallery with an atrium and a winter garden catered for year
round marketability. The retail anchor for this gallery is a
(F) MARINE RETAIL, OFFICE AND BOAT HOUSE
LEVEL HOUSING RETAIL OFFICE COMMUNITY MARINE
1BR 2BR 3BR TOTAL GSF GSF GSF PUBLIC GSF SLIPS
1 3,688 1,550 90
2 4,376
3 6,144
4 5,760
3,688 16,280 1,550 90
(G) MARINE MUSEUM
LEVEL HOUSING RETAIL OFFICE MARINE MARINE
1BR 2BR 3BR TOTAL GSF GSF GSF MUSEUM GSF SLIPS/DOCK
1 1,500 15,000
2 _6,200
1,500 _21,200.
(H) ARTS AND CRAFT GALLERY, RESTAURANT AND SAIL BOAT STORE
LEVEL HOUSING RETAIL OFFICE COMMUNITY MARINE
1BR 2BR 3BR TOTAL GSF GSF GSF PUBLIC GSF SLIPS
1 2,500 3,500 10
2-7,5001
10,000 1 _ _3,500 10
(1) LIGHT HOUSE AND WATER SHUTTLE TERMINAL
LEVEL HOUSING RETAIL OFFICE COMMUNITY MARINE
1BR 2BRj3BR TOTAL GSF GSF GSF PUBLIC GSF DOCK
650 3
650 3
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Uses on the ground floor
- office
U public
& retail
convenience store which has a big residential market. The
rest of the stores are small tenant retail that do not require
high visibility and are catered for local use by the residents
and office employees. They include a cafe, a bakery, a wine
store, a video store, a book store, a day care and a health
club. The retail gallery has direct access to Commercial
Street, Eastern Avenue and the water's edge promenade.
The boat house complex is located at the Eastern tip
of the wharf, facing the marina and the harbor. The first
floor has sailing facilities and marine related retails of 3,688
g.s.f. The second, third and fourth floors are offices with a
total 16,280 g.s.f.
A new pier construction stretching out to the 1939
pierhead line is proposed. The new pier is linked to Sargents
Wharf by two bridges over the canal. The area of the new
pier is 30,050 s.f. The use on the pier is public in order to
encourage public access out to the harbor. The pier has two
branches. The north branch supports a two story marine
museum of 21,200 g.s.f. with a museum store of 1,500
g.s.f. The south branch also has a two story building. The
1. Health Clinic
Community Meeting Room
2. Pharmacy
Post Office
Bank
3. Hotel Lobby
Restaurant
Gift Shop
4. Convenience Store
5. Pastry Shop
6. Cafe
7. Video Shop
8. Dentist Office
9. Day Care
10. Wine Shop
11. Architecture Office
Law Office
12. Atrium/Winter Garden
13 Pilot House Restaurant
14. Marine-Related Retail
15. Sailing Club
16. Marine Museum
17. Arts and Croft Gallery
18. Sail Boats Store
19. Museum Store
20. Observation Parvilion
Light House
21. Water-Taxi Terminal
Harbor Tour
22. Pier Walk
23. Canal
24. Marina
25. Sargents Wharf Entrance Plaza
26. Water's Edge Promenade
27. Waterfront Pilot Court
28. Observation Deck
29. Pilot Arch
30. Path to Union Wharf
31. Path to Lewis Wharf
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I
Uses on the upper floors 1. Upper Floors Housing at 280 Commercial St.
2. Upper Floors Housing at Sargents Wharf
hotel 3. Upper FloorsHousing at Pilot House Extension
4. Upper Floors Offices
5. Hotel
housmng 6. Seafood Restaurant
7. Museum Store
office 8. Marine Museum
9. Water-Taxi Terminal
public 10. Cafe
retail
ground floor consists of a sail boat store of 2,500 g.s.f and a
art and craft gallery of 3,500 g.s.f. The second floor is a
7,500 g.s.f seafood restaurant named the Floating Log. It is
anticipated that the seafood restaurant will have a big market
consists of tourists, museum visitors, boat passengers, hotel
guest, and possibly some office employees and residents. A
light house, observation pavilion, and a water-taxi terminal
are located at the end of the pier where passengers can take
the water shuttle to Charlestown Navy Yard and the airport.
The total building area of Sargents Wharf and the
new pier is 297,571 g.s.f. and the total site area is 155,328
g.s.f., giving rise to a FAR of 1.92 while is within the FAR
limit of 2. The open space requirement is 66%. The open
space on the wharf alone is 70% of the wharf area while the
open space of the wharf and the pier together is 60% of the
total site area.
The only limit that this proposal has exceeded
significantly is the maximum 75 ft height limit as the hotel
height is around 150 ft. In addition, there is some variation
of other design guidelines. All these variations are made to
create better design and development solutions which will be
discussed in the next section.
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1.6 NEGOTIATED DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
A very tight set of guidelines are set by the BRA for
the design and development of Sargents Wharf. The major
ones are: maximum FAR of 2, height limit of 55 ft, open
space requirement of 66%, a continuous water edge of 22 ft
and the preservation of the visual corridor across the site.
These rules are set to guide the development in a
desired manner, they should not be taken as absolute
constraints that end up limiting the design and development
to a sub-optimal solution. Very often, design issues like
height limit are dealt with in black and white manner. It is
possible that a building that fulfill the height limit can be so
bulky that it take up a lot of open space. If design issues had
been aired well enough that their subtleties had been
revealed, the resulting project might have been more varied
in height, but better fulfill the City's and Neighbor's vision.
In other words, if design questions are fully explored, rather
than reduced to crude concepts like height, they can reveal
the subtleties in the potential tradeoffs, and assist in
reconciling financial and policy conflicts as well.
Based on this premise, this thesis takes a negotiation
approach rather than a constraint approach to design the
development. The constraint approach is limitation oriented.
The guidelines are view as a set of constraints that limit the
development. The goal is to minimize problems by fulfilling
all the constraints. This often produces a minimal solution
that satisfies the requirements but does not fully exploit the
potential of the site and the available resources, leading to a
sub-optimal outcome.
This approach has been taken by a lot of the past
developments along the Boston waterfront. For instance, the
developments of Long Wharf and Commercial Wharf fulfill
the continuous water edge requirement of 20 ft, but minimal
treatment is provided to the edge resulting in an uninviting
path. So the whole idea of encouraging public accessibility
to the water fails although the set back rule is followed. This
example illustrates an inherent danger of literally following
guidelines without understanding the underlying objectives.
In light of the limitation of the constraint approach,
this thesis takes a negotiated design development approach.
The rules are interpreted creatively, basic assumptions are
tested and tradeoffs are made to expand options. Sometimes,
public considerations are traded off against financial
considerations, and sometimes financial considerations may
be traded off for design considerations. Solutions are crafted
to create a better mix of design, social and financial tradeoffs
that better fulfills the objectives and accommodates conflicts.
This negotiated design and development approach
encourages constructive dialogue among parties, to negotiate
and to create greater collective gains.
In the following, we shall discuss how the proposed
development can be made more attractive both for the
developer and the City if some of the existing design
guidelines are relaxed somewhat to create better design
options and tradeoffs.
The major design and development concept of
Sargents Wharf is to create a floating pier to reinforce visual
and physical accessibility out to the water. The creation of
this strong pedestrian path set up a retail spine for the
project. The hotel and the marine museum act as anchors on
the two ends of the spine, drawing tourists, shoppers and
restaurants customers to the site. The creation of this "route
to the sea" fulfills the public objectives of celebrating public
access to the waterfront, as well as creating fiscal return for
the developer. The retail and hotel will benefit substantially
from the creation of this route. The increase in return can
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then generate more internal subsidy to finance the affordable
housing.
This design and development concept requires the
relaxation of some design rules, but better results are created:
a) Modification of the existing contour
Cut and fill operation is needed along the edge to
create a canal and to build a hotel. The canal is one of the key
image givers of the site that highlights the maritime theme of
the project. It aligns with the Clark Street visual corridor,
extending water views to the North End. As a result of the
cut and fill, an additional 13,278 g.s.f. of land is created,
providing more open space.
b) Extension of the floating pier to the 1939 pierhead line
instead of the 1880 pierhead line
The extension of the floating pier further out to the 1939
pierhead line can create more dock space, and support more
public amenities like the marine museum and the art and craft
gallery. It can also support a sail boat store and a large
floating restaurant which will be a major retail anchor. Existing Wharf Proposed modifcation
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c) The provision of the 20ft setback along the perimeter of
the water's edge
The setback is provided in most places except at the
boat house which hangs over the water, and along the
northern edge of the floating pier where the museum is. The
northern edge is usually in shade and will not be heavily
utilized anyway. The introduction of the canal and the pier
actually increase the linear footage of water's edge frontage
and the length and quality of water spaces along the
sidewalk.
d) The average 55ft height limit
The average height of the development on the wharf
and the pier together is 46 ft, which is within the 55 ft limit.
However, the average height of the development on the
wharf alone is 68 ft which exceeds the 55 ft limit. This is
because of the construction of a 16 story hotel which is
about 150 ft high. It exceeds the maximum 75 ft restriction.
Although the hotel is 16 stories high, the massing steps
down to meet the height of adjacent buildings.
There are several reasons in support for such a
tower. From the urban design and marketing point of view,
the tower can act as a land mark for the site, increasing the
site visibility. From the public policy point of view, the
massing of a tower can leave more open space for the public
because a vertical tower has a smaller footprint than a
horizontal building given the same massing. From the
financial point of view, more floors and rooms will generate
more developer's return and tax revenue for the City. More
return also means more subsidy for additional affordable
units.
In this sense, the hotel tower can be seen as a
tradeoff between height and open space, height and fiscal
return, as well as height and the number of affordable units.
For example, a tower can leave 70 % open space for the
wharf while a horizontal building with the same massing will
only leave 50% open space. By the same token, a 16 story
building will yield a 20% return while a 7 story building will
yield a 11.6% return. Also, given the same level of return,
an additional hotel floor can subsidized 7 more units of
affordable housing. Using this proposal as a basis, the
developer can negotiate with the BRA and the neighborhood
the height tradeoff to come up with an optimal solution.
Boat house
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1.7 PRO FORMA ANALYSIS
EXHIBIT 1: ESTIMATED DEVELOPMENT COSTS
This pro forma is designed to be a planning and
decision-making tool to evaluate the overall economic
viability of the proposed project. It is based on a set of
assumptions stated in the exhibits. The assumptions are
based on recent waterfront developments in Boston and on
discussions with several developers and contractors.
Exhibit 1: Estimated Development Costs
The development costs are broken down to hard and
soft costs. The cost assumptions are shown in exhibit 1.
Hard costs are in turn broken down to site costs, parking
construction costs, building construction costs and
contingency. The total hard cost estimated is $77,370,573
which includes a contingency of 5%. Soft costs include fees,
interests and public benefits such as art contribution, job
development payment. The development fee is 5% of the
total development cost which amounts to $4,349,573. The
estimated total soft cost is $37,079,254 again with a
contingency of 5%. The estimated total development cost of
this proposal is $114,449,827.
Exhibit 2: Estimated Development Value
DEVELOPMENT HARD COSTS
SITE COSTS
Land Cost of 280 Commercial Street
Existing Site Reconstruction
Cost of Creating New Land
Cut and Fill
Bridge Construction
Piling Construction
Boardwalk Construction
Public Open Space
Land
Deck
Constructed Water Spaces
Semi-Pub & Private Open Space
Roof Garden
20% Paved
Marina Construction
Small recreational slip
Large boat dock
TOTAL SITE COSTS
PARKING CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Parking
Underground -I
Underground -2
TOTAL PARKING COSTS
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Housing (include improvements)
Office/Retail (include improvements)
Public/Community
Hotel
Museum & Exhibits
TOTAL BUILDING COSTS
CONTINGENCY
TOTAL HARD COSTS
Quantity
1
1
24,704
2,525
30,050
2,500
sf
sf
sf
sf
77,116 sf
11,216 sf
2,800 sf
3,072 sf
922 sf
100 slips
3 docks
235 cars
200 cars
197,570
93,030
4,000
76,950
21,200
sf
sf
sf
sf
sf
Unit Price
$1,500,000
$500,000
$85
$80
$145
$80
/Sf
/Sf
'Sf
/sf
$30 /sf
$60 /sf
$150 /sf
$70 1sf
$20 /sf
$12,500 /slip
$150,000 /dock
$20,000 /car
$25,000 /car
$100
$100
$80
$100
$130
/sf
/sf
/Sf
/Sf
/Sf
5%
Cost Total
$1,500,000
$500,000
$2,099,840
$202,000
$4,357,250
$200,000
$2,313,480
$672,960
$420,000
$215,040
$18,440
$1,250,000
$450,000
$14,199,010
$4,700,000
$5,000,000
$9,700,000
$19,757,000
$9,303,000
$320,000
$7,695,000
$2,756,000
$39,831,000
$3186501
$66,916,511
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DEVELOPMENT SOFT COSTS
Architecture/Engineering
Legal/Professional
Condominium Marketing
RetailOffice Leasing
Taxes during development period
Development Fee
Construction Loan Origination Fee
Construction Interest
Permanent Financing Fee
Linkage Payments
Arts Contribution
Job Development Payments
Insurance
Permits/Licenses/Surveys
Contingency
TOTAL SOFT COSTS
6.50%
3.50%
6.00%
20.00%
(fixed)
5.00%
1.50%
10.00%
1.50%
$6.00
1.00%
$1.00
1%
2%
5%
of hard costs
of hard costs
of condo sellout
of annual rent roll
of tdc (+/- H.C.x 1.3)
of Construction Loan
(50% av.bal.,2 years)
of Permanent Loan
/n.s.f. commercial
of tdc (+/- H.C.x 13)
/n.s.f all non-subsid. bldgs
of hard costs
of hard costs
Cost
$4,349,573
$2,342,078
$2,219,083
$889,752
$1,000,000
$4,349,573
$845,785
$5,638,565
$429,707
$558,180
$869,915
$193,900
$669,165
$1,338,330
$1,284,680
Total
$26,978,286
$93,894,796TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COST
The quality of design can determine real estate value.
People are willing to pay higher values for better quality
design. Therefore the proposed Sargents Wharf development
put great emphasis on the quality of design. This thesis uses
the Willingness-To-Pay Model designed by Peter Roth in
MIT Real Estate Center of Development as a tool to
estimate the value of the development generated by its design
qualities.
Nine parameters are used to evaluate the quality and
thus the value of the design. They are height, primary
orientation, primary adjacency, primary views, perimeter to
depth ratio, available floor area, available parking, adjacent
use, and service access (see appendix 1). Each parameter is
broken down into different categories. For instance, primary
orientation is categorized into east, south, west, north. A
willingness-to-pay coefficient is given to each category in
order to determine the value added or lost by the design.
A base value per n.s.f. for each use is given. It is
based on the average current sales price and rentals in the
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North End waterfront developments. The base values of the
various uses and the assumptions are shown below:
a) Subsidized Housing
The base value of subsidized housing is assumed to
be $60 per n.s.f. This is below market rate. Good quality
design can not raise the value because the value has a low
ceiling in order to remain affordable.
b) Market Rate Housing
The base value is $297 per n.s.f. This is based on
recent sales in the waterfront. The average sales price is
$270 per n.s.f in 1988. Since the housing market is slow, it
is assumed that the price will stay the same till 1991 when
the market is predicted to pick up again. An escalation of 5%
per year is assumed from 1991 to 1993. Therefore, the
estimated base value of market rate housing in 1993, the
estimated year of completion, is $297 per n.s.f.
c) Small Tenant Retail
The base value is $275 per n.s.f. This value is
derived by capitalizing the net rent per n.s.f. The current rent
EXHIBIT 2: ESTIMATED DEVELOPMENT VALUE
INPUTS FROM WILLINGNESS-TO-PAY MODEL
Use
1) Subsidized Residential
2) Market Residential
3) Small Tenant Retail
4) Large Tenant Retail
5) Small Tenant Office
6) Hotel
Net Area
96,700 nsf
100,870 nsf
28,000 nsf
12,500 nsf
52,530 nsf
76,950 nsf
367,550 nsf
Total Value
$5,802,000
$31,182,716
$8,106,918
$3,312,500
$14,290,290
$27,098,096
$89,792,520
ADDMONALUEIUTS
Use
MARINA USES
Small Boat Slips
Large Boat Docks
PARKING
Sales
MUSEUM
Entrance Fee
Quantity
100 slips
3 docks
375 cars
300 visitors
Unit Value
$18,000 /slip
$200,000 /dock
$50,000 /car
Total Value
$1,800,000
$600,000
$18,750,000
$4 /person/day $1,752,000
$22,902,000
TOTAL DEVELOPMENT VALUE $112,694,520
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is $26 per n.s.f. Assumed the escalation is 4% per year, the
assumed rent by 1993 is $28 per n.s.f. The assumed
operating expense is $22 per n.s.f. The net rent is $22 per
n.s.f. The capitalization rate is assumed to be 8%.
d) Large Tenant Retail
The base value is $250 per n.s.f. This is based on an
assumed rent of $25 per n.s.f.and an assumed expense of $5
per n.s.f. by 1993, with a capitalization rate of 8%.
e) Small Tenant Office
The base value is $263 per n.s.f. The assumed rent
is $26 per n.s.f. and the assumed expense is $5 per n.s.f.by
1993, again the capitalization rate is assumed to be 8%.
f) Hotel
The base value of the hotel is $335. This is based on
an assumed rate of $180 per room per night in 1993. The
assumed expense is $110 per room per night. Occupancy
rate is assumed to be 75% and the cap rate is 8%.
The base value has a coefficient of 1. Coefficients
that exceed 1 means value added while coefficients less than
1 means value lost. The coefficients also vary with the type
of use. For example: if the use is market housing, south
orientation has a high willingness-to-pay coefficient (1.05)
while north orientation has a low coefficient (0.94) because
the former has more exposure to sunlight. Therefore housing
design that has more southern exposure will add value to the
development.
After the design of each use has been evaluated by
the parameters, a weighted average value per n.s.f. is
calculated. The proposed design has a higher weighted
average value per n.s.f. for all uses except for subsidized
housing.
A. Market Housing value
The total value of market housing is estimated to be
$31,182,716 which includes $1,224,326 of added value
created by the design. The design increases value by:
(1) having all housing units above ground level to insure
privacy and security,
(2) maximizing south orientation,
(3) giving most units primary adjacency to private open
space,
(4) maximizing long water views,
(5) designing a perimeter to depth ratio of 2:1 for most units,
(6) providing a range of unit sizes,
(7) allowing 1.5 parking space per 1000 s.f.,
(8) having most adjacent use to market housing, and
(9) providing indirect service access.
B. Small Tenant Retail Value
Most of the retail spaces are designed to be small
tenant retail less than 2000 s.f. that resembles the North End
businesses. The proposed design of small tenant retail
creates an added value of $406,918, resulting in a total value
of $8,106,918. The design stresses accessibility and
visibility. Most of the units are on grade along Commercial
Street, Eastern Avenue and the proposed waterfront
promenade. Marine and arts and craft retail are along the pier
and the canal sidewalk. The majority has a southern
exposure and water views. The perimeter to depth ratio
ranges from 1:2 to 2:1. Available parking is 0.3 space per
1000 s.f. and all service access are direct.
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C. Large Tenant Retail Value
There is only a small percentage of large tenant retail.
They act as anchor stores for the retail spine. Large retail
tenants are mostly food related. They are all located on
grade. The perimeter ratio is 4:1 with great visibility. They
have views to the water and direct service access. The value
added by the design is $187,500 and the total value is
$3,312,500.
D. Small Tenant Office Value
Small tenant office are appropriate for this site, just
like office spaces in the North End waterfront and the inner
North End neighborhood. These office spaces are located on
the ground floor of the Pilot House Extension, and on the
second to third floor of the main commercial complex with
primary adjacency to Commercial Street and the public court.
Some have water views, while others have street and court
views. A parking ratio of 0.5 per 1000 s.f. is available and
service access is direct. This design adds $474,900 to the
base value to come up with a total value of $14,290,290.
The total value generated by the market portion of the
project from the inputs of the Willingness-To-Pay Model is
$89,792,520. On top of this, an additional value of
$22,902,000 is generated by the marina, parking and the
museum. Small boat slips and large boat docks create a total
value of $2,400,000 while $18,750,000 is brought about by
parking sales and rental. The revenue from the marine
museum is estimated to be $1,752,000. The total
development value of this proposal then is $112,694,520.
Exhibit 3: Estimated Development Return
The estimated development return based on the
estimated cost and value is $18,799,724 which is 20.02% of
the total development costs. This return is reasonable in light
of the development risks the developer has to take.
Looking at the return of various market uses as a
percentage of cost, parking has the highest return: 93.30%.
It is the key that is driving the development. The second
highest return is hotel: 66.08% . Market housing is the third
in rank. It has a return of 45.80%. Marina whose return is
41.18% is the fourth. Retail is fifth: return for small tenants
is 36.55% and 24.98% for large tenants. This is followed by
office with a return of 28.30%.
The non-profit portion of the project has a negative
return. Affordable housing has a return of -71.70%. The
marine museum has a return of -57.9 1% and other public
amenities has a return of -100%. There is a financial gap of
$17,511,978 of which $14,701,477 comes from affordable
housing and $2,810,501 comes from the museum and other
public amenities. The return of the profit portion of the
project is used to generate internal subsidy for the non-profit
part.
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EXHIBIT 3: ESTIMATED DEVELOPMENT RETURN
Areas Cost Value Return As % Cost
RESIDENTIAL
Subsidized Housing
Market Rate Housing
RETAIL
Small Tenant Retail
Large Tenant Retail
OFFICE
Small Tenant Office
HOTEL
PARKING
MARINA
MUSEUM
COMMUNITY & PUBLIC
AMENITIES
96,700 nsf
100,870 nsf
28,000 nsf
12,500 nsf
52,530 nsf
76,950 nsf
375 cars
3 docks + 100 slips
21,200 nsf
4,000 nsf
$20,503,477
$21,387,650
$5,936,891
$2,650,398
$11,138,032
$16,315,849
$9,700,000
$1,700,000
$4,162,501
$400,000
$5,802,000
$31,182,716
$8,106,918
$3,312,500
($14,701,477)
$9,795,066
$2,170,027
$662,102
$14,290,290 $3,152,259
$27,098,096 $10,782,248
$18,750,000
$2,400,000
$1,752,000
$0
$9,050,000
$700,000
($2,410,501)
($400,000)
-71.70%
45.80%
36.55%
24.98%
28.30%
66.08%
93.30%
41.18%
-57.91%
-100.00%
$93,894,796 $112,694,520
The internal subsidy of the project is:
Affordable Housing
Museum and other Community and Public Amenities
Total Internal Subsidy
($14,701,477)
($2,810,501)
($17,511,978)
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$18,799,724 20.02%
Exhibit 4: Sources and Uses of Developer's Contribution for
Public Benefits
A total contribution of $19,133,972 is made by the
developer to create public benefits. The sources of the
developer's contribution include the internal subsidy
generated from the market portion of the project and the land
contribution of 280 Commercial Street. The internal subsidy
amounts to $17,633,972 while the land contribution is worth
$1,500,000. The internal subsidy is constituted by 50% of
the market housing, retail, office, marina and parking return.
The developer's contribution is used to fill the
financial gap of $17,511,978 created by affordable housing
and public amenities; and to provide additional public
benefits such as job contribution of $193,900, linkage
payment of $558,180, and arts and community contribution
of $869,915.
EXHIBIT 4: SOURCES AND USES OF DEVELOPER'S
CONTRIBUTION FOR PUBLIC BENEFITS
SOURCES OF DEVELOPER'S CONTRIBUTION FOR PUBLIC BENEFITS
Market Rate Housing
Retail
Office
Hotel
Marina
Parking
Land Contribution
Total Development Contribution
Affordable Housing
Job Contribution
Linkage Payment
Arts and Community Contribution
Museum & Public Amenities
Total Cash Contribution
$4,897,533
$1,209,412
$1,260,904
$5,391,124
$350,000
$4,525,000
$19,133,972
$14,701,477
$193,900
$558,180
$869,915
$2,810,501
$19,133,972
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USES OF DEVELOPER'S CONTRIBUTIONS FOR PUBLIC BIENEFITS
M.-
1.8 AFFORDABLE HOUSING
One of the objectives in the proposed development is
to develop mix income housing so that Sargents Wharf will
be made accessible and affordable to different income
groups, and not only to high income residents as in the case
of most wharf developments along the Boston waterfront.
A total of 100 units of affordable housing are
proposed in the entire development, of which 54 units are
developed in Sargents Wharf and the remaining 46 units are
developed in the adjacent 280 Commercial Street site. The
affordable housing includes 46 one-bedroom, 38 two-
bedroom and 16 three-bedroom units. The one-bedroom
units are mostly targeted to the elderly while the larger units
are targeted to working families.
The Sargents Wharf affordable housing will take the
form of limited equity cooperative ownership. The purpose
of establishing a limited equity cooperative is to enable the
affordable housing tenants to achieve an equity position in
the building at a relatively low price. Cooperative housing is
more preferable than rental in this case because the former
has more of the advantages inherent in home ownership. It
has the benefits of long term residential stability, control of
one's individual unit and costs, and commitment to the
neighborhood. Condominium owners usually has the
additional benefit of the opportunity for profit on investment
at resale. Residents of a limited equity cooperative give up
the opportunity for unrestricted profit on their capital
investment in exchange for long-term price stability and
permanent affordability for new members.
A housing cooperative is owned and operated by
member stockholders, all of whom are residents of the
buildings. The cooperative corporation holds title to the
building, assumes a blanket mortgage on the entire building,
and receives a single tax bill. The corporation sells shares of
stock to its resident members which entitle them to occupy
their units and to participate in the operation of the
cooperative. Thus, coop members do not own their units
separately, nor hold title to separate deeds as in
condominiums. Instead, each stockholder has the exclusive
right to occupy a unit, to participate in the management and
operation of the cooperative, to be eligible for tax benefits
proportionate to his/her share of mortgage interest and taxes,
and to sell the share under the conditions defined by the
cooperatives' bylaws. In return for these rights, a member
must pay monthly fees amounting to his/her share of the
corporation's expenses, and abide by the rules established
by all the corporation's members.
The non-profit sponsor or the Community
Development Corporation and the Cooperative Housing task
Force that is chosen to participate in the redevelopment of
Sargents Wharf will play an important role in organizing the
limited equity cooperative, in securing the necessary funding
commitments to construct and maintain it, and in educating
the residents about rights and responsibilities.
While the developer will secure the construction
financing for the entire site, the permanent financing for the
cooperative will have to be secured with the assistance of the
non-profit sponsor. Possible sources include MHFA
mortgage under the SHARP programme, the Land Bank and
other conventional lenders. Since the rent structure of this
cooperative can only service a portion of the cost to develop
the property, the "gap" required to write-down the cost of
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the building to the level which can be supported by the
cooperative mortgage will have to be produced from both the
developer's contribution and from other city and state
financing sources, such as linkage funds, UDAG loan
payback funds, and EOCD's Housing Innovation Fund.
After gap financing and permanent financing has
been secured, the non-profit sponsor should assist in the
creation of selection criteria for the cooperative. The criteria
should reflect the neighborhood's and the City's goals in
establishing affordable housing, such as affirmative
marketing objectives, neighborhood residency, special
housing needs, as well as credit and income histories.
The cooperative will be formed at the closing of the
MHFA loan and after all tenants have completed training
provided by the Cooperative Housing Task Force in the
responsibilities of cooperative residents and have purchased
shares in the cooperative corporation. The purchase price of
such shares will be the approximated equivalent of three
month's rent. All of the tenants will be eligible for share
financing under the HIF share loan program administered by
the Cooperative Housing Task Force. In addition, the non-
profit sponsor may have access to funding sources, such as
the Housing Innovation Fund, to assist the residents in
raising the required capital for share purchases.
In order to ensure the permanent affordability of the
units, the limited equity cooperative should hold a ground
lease to the land under the affordable building. In addition,
bylaws governing the operations and resale of the
cooperative should be created. For instance, the non-profit
sponsor must prevent members from selling the entire assets
of the corporation and distributing corporate equity to
individual members. This can be done by having the non-
profit sponsor retain the option to purchase the corporation's
assets for the sum of the shares under the equity limiting
formula. Furthermore, to prevent monies received from
remortgaging from being dispersed to individual members,
the sponsor can require that any remortgaging proceeds be
used for capital improvements in the cooperative. Deed
restrictions outlining how members' shares can be sold is
another way of maintaining long term affordability in
addition to resale control.
It will be owned by a limited partnership and
financed under an MHFA mortgage pursuant to the SHARP
program. Both the developer and the limited equity
cooperative will be general partners. The limited equity
cooperative will hold a ground lease to the land under the
affordable building in order to enforce the permanent
affordability of the cooperative units.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE URBAN DESIGN CONTEXT
A city port has provided opportunity for the people to walk
and sit under pleasant conditions where they can watch the
water and the life upon it, where they can enjoy the breadth
of outlook and the sight of the open sky and the opposite
bank and the reflections in the stream, the result has added to
the comeliness of the city itself, the health and happiness of
the people and their loyalty and local pride.
Frederick Law Olmstead
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2.1 THE EVOLUTION OF BOSTON WATERFRONT
For centuries waterfronts have mirrored changes in
urban form. The locations of most cities were often dictated
by their proximity to the water because of vital transportation
links. Boston is blessed with one of the finest deep-water
harbors in the world and is the nearest American port to
Northern Europe. These natural advantages have long made
Boston's port a center of life and commerce for many
residents and businesses, and have added many storied
chapters to the legacy of Boston's waterfront. The history of
Boston harbor spans three distinct periods: (i) economic
expansion and change, 1630-1920; (ii) stagnation and
decline, 1920-1960; and (iii) under use but gradual renewal,
1960-1990.
(i) Economic Expansion and Change: 1630-1920
During the first three hundred years, the Port of
Boston played an important role in the City's economy.
Boston water-borne commerce had gone through many
successful eras including Colonial times, China Trade, the
Clipper Ship era, and World War I. Over these years,
Boston's waterfront was a very busy place. It became the
location of warehouses and industries, a bustling center of
commerce and trade. It served the City and New England
region with the transportation of goods as both export and
import supplies.1877, A view of Commercial and Lewis Wharves
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(ii) Economic Stagnation and Decline: 1930-1960
The decline of the Port of Boston during this period
was due to several factors. Competition by other ports was a
prime force, especially the growth of New York City. In
addition, the growth of non-maritime transportation systems
including railroads, canals and highways caused the Boston
Port to decline. There was severe out-migration of industries
to open land outside the city where they were better served
by the rail and highway system. The economic stagnation of
the Boston's economy during the Great Depression
compounded the Port's decline.The stage was set for the
abandonment of many urban waterfronts.
(iii) Urban Renewal and Revitalization: 1960-1990
The past thirty years brought a new concern with the
Harbor. After lying idle for decades, waterfronts and their
inherent potential are being rediscovered. The waterfront has
been revitalized into residential developments, retail market-
places, boat marinas, and mixed-use developments
containing hotels and offices. The rejuvenated Boston
economy of the 1970s and 1980s helped to channel
economic growth to the waterfront. Waterfront
developments are encouraged because they generate tax
revenue and public benefits to the city. HARBORPARK,
initiated in 1985, represented a major planning framework
by the City of Boston and the Boston Redevelopment
Authority to ensure that the redevelopment of Boston's
waterfront. The framework is designed to produce a variety
of public benefits including visual/ physical accessibility to
the water, and increased cultural/ recreational amenities for
public enjoyment. It also increases private investment which
will produce new jobs, more tax revenues, and housing
opportunities for all income levels.
Boston Waterfront today
Long Wharf and Sargents Wharf in 1768
son- -atefn i7W
Boston Waterfront in 1768
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2.2 THE HARBORWALK PLANNING PROGRAM
The development of Sargent's Wharf belongs to the
larger urban renewal effort of the waterfront.The design
development of Sargent's Wharf should fit into the master
plan of the Harborpark scheme. One of the goals of
Harborpark is to increase public access to the water's edge.
HARBORWALK, a component of the Harborpark planning
program, aims to achieve this public access goal through a
continuous public walkway and related public amenities
along Boston's waterfront.
Public access has traditionally been an important
urban design element in Boston. In a sense, Harborwalk
represents a modern-day waterfront continuation to the
extensive 2,000 acre park system designed for Boston by
Frederick Law Olmsted in the late 1800s. Olmsted's
"Emerald Necklace", consisting of Boston's major parks and
their connecting parkways, provides a continuous urban
parkway system which intermingles with hectic urban life,
creating refreshing moments of leisurely activities and
relaxation. Harborwalk aims to provide similar benefits on
Boston's waterfront through various element of public
access. It includes a great variety of open spaces and public
attractions such as: waterfront parks, pier edge walkways,
views across the harbor, and special recreational activities.Olmsted's Emerald Necklace
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The overall goal of the Harborwalk incorporates the
City's desire to achieve an attractive public environment.
The desire grows out of an awareness that the waterfront is a
limited and precious resource in the city, and should be
enjoyed by a broad range of users. The overall goal then is to
create a continuous waterfront path easily accessible,
enjoyable, and usable in many ways by the public.
The planning and implementation of Harborwalk will
be carried out in two phases. Phase 1 will constitute 15.25
miles of walkway in the Inner Harbor. It is comprised of
seven districts: Charlestown Navy Yard, North Station,
North End, the Downtown/Financial District, portions of
Charlestown, Fort Point Channel, and South Boston.
Sargent's Wharf belongs to the North End District. Phase 2
will constitute the remaining 28.75 miles of the walkway,
providing public access to the water's edge in the rest of
Boston's waterfront: East Boston, the remaining portions of
Charlestown, Fort Point Channel ,South Boston, and
Dorchester.
A package of public benefits will be created. The
design and development of Sargent's Wharf should provide
these benefits in the context of the Harborwalk. After all, the
development of Sargent's Wharf should be understood as the
development of a "part" that belongs to a larger "whole".
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1. Government Center
2. Hanover Street
3. Paul Revere Mall
4. Clark Street
6. Atlantic Ave/Commercial St.
7. Christopher Columbus Park
8. Long Wharf
9. Faneull Hall/Quincy Market
-U-
HARBORWALK PHASE 1 OPEN SPACES,
LAND AND WATER PATHS
Existing open spaces and urban park
Proposed open spaces in Sargent's Wharf
Pedestrian path linking the major open spaces
Proposed water path: Sargent's Wharf to CNY
Existing Water Transit
Proposed Sargents Wharf Water Transit
Existing Land Transit (Subway)HARBOR WALK
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2.3 PUBLIC BENEFITS
(i) Continuous Water's Edge Path and Increased Land and
Water Transit
A continuous water's edge path will be available for
all to enjoy, providing direct access to recreational and
historic attractions located around the Boston harbor. The
path is linked to major land transit and subway system,
making it easily accessible to the public. In addition, an
Inner Harbor water transportation network is incorporated.
There are water transits in Rowes Wharf, Long Wharf, Pier
1, and 4 of Charlestown Navy Yard. The proposed
development of Sargent's Wharf will create public benefits
by having a continuous water's edge promenade, and
providing direct links to land and water transit. At present,
North End is linked to Charlestown Navy Yard by a bridge.
The proposed water transit at Sargent's Wharf can provide a
water linkage between North End/ Waterfront and the
Charlestown Navy Yard.
(ii) Increased Open Space
The intention of the Harborwalk is to provide a
variety of landscaped open spaces and urban plazas, adding
serenity and beauty to the waterfront. These open spaces act
as connecting nodes and stopping points for the pedestrian
path. The proposed Sargent's Wharf development will
increase open spaces to the Harborwalk. The new open space
will help to connect the North End to the waterfront. Thus a
pedestrian loop is formed starting from Government Center
via North End ,Sargent's Wharf, Waterfront Park, Quincy
Market, and back to Government Center.
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HARBORWALK PHASE 1
CULTURAL/ HISTORIC ATTRACTION
1. World Trade Center
2. Tea Party Ship
3. Children's Museum
4. Computer Museum
5. Northern Avenue Bridge
6. New England Aquaruim
7. Custom House
8. Old State House
9. Faneuil Hall/Quincy Market
10. Paul Revere House
11. John Hickock House
12. Old North Church
13. Cobbs Hill Cemetary
14. Bunker Hill
15. USS Constitution
16. USS Cassin Young
17. Charlestown Navy Yard (Inclusive)
18. Government Center
19. Proposed Sargent's Wharf Marine Museum
Art and Craft GalleryHARBOR WALK
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(iii) New Recreational and Cultural Opportunities
Community gardens, recreational centers, museums,
aquariums and other cultural facilities will provide new
opportunities for relaxation along the waterfront. The World
Trade Center, Children and Computer Museum, Tea Party,
Faneuil Hall/Quincy Market, Long Wharf, and the
Waterfront Park form the main attraction of the Harborwalk.
It is perceived as a path which highlights Boston's
architectural heritage and marine history. Another route of
important cultural and historic attraction is the Freedom Trail
that passes through the North End district. Located along
Hanover Street in the inner North End area are the Paul
Revere House, the John Hickock House, the Old North
Church, and the Revere Mall.
In contrast, the North End waterfront is privatized by
residential developments that do not have major public and
cultural functions. The lack of public uses results in the
discontinuity of the Harborwalk. The proposed Marine
Museum in Sargent's Wharf can restore public access. It will
draw pedestrian flow to Sargent's Wharf from two
directions. The first direction is along Commercial Street
from Long Wharf and Quincy Market. The Marine Museum
will provide the critical attraction to revitalize the
Harborwalk in the North End. The second direction of
pedestrian flow is along Clark Street from the inner North
End neighbourhood. The Freedom Trail is extended from
Paul Revere Mall and Old North Church to the Sargent's
Wharf Marine Museum. The journey then continues to the
Constitution and the proposed Aquarium in Charlestown
Navy Yard via water shuttles.
In the proposed development, Sargent's Wharf will
become an important recreational and cultural junction of the
Harborwalk and the Freedom Trail. Aquarium
Museum Wharf
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HARBOR WALK
(iv) Links to the Waterfront Neighborhoods
According to the Harborwalk scheme, street linkages
will be made to the inner East Boston, Charlestown, North
End, Downtown, South Boston and Dorcester
neighborhoods, making the water's edge easily accessible
from the inland areas. Sargent's Wharf development should
emphasize the Clark Street and Fleet Street linkage from the
North End.
(v) Enhanced Views of the Harbor and Waterfront
One of the public benefits created by the Harborwalk
is the preservation of water vistas from inner neighborhoods
to the harbor, as well as cross pier visual connections.
Sargent's Wharf development will stress the visual
continuity of the center of North End to the inner harbor via
the Clark Street visual corridor.
(vi) Increased Public Parking
The lack of parking spaces in the waterfront
discourages public access. The proposed underground
parking in Sargent's Wharf can facilitate vehicular access to
the North End. Underground parking structure is more
preferable than surface parking because it leaves more open
space for pedestrians.HARBORWALK PHASE 1EXISTING VISUAL CORRIDORS
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2.4 PUBLIC ACCESS IN THE NORTH END DISTRICT
The North End district of Harborwalk takes in the
waterfront areas of the North End, a historic, predominantly
Italian neighborhood characterized by a dense, low to mid
rise building structure. The North End waterfront, physically
separated from the inner neighborhood with the heavily used
Atlantic Avenue/Commercial Street, is of a mixed-use
character containing residential, office, retail, recreational,
and institutional uses. The previously industrial flavor of the
area is still visible as a result of the conversion of finger pier/
wharf warehouse structures to mixed uses.
Public access is discontinuous in the North End
Waterfront. There are many barriers to public access. It is
important to identify these barriers so as to avoid them or
come up with positive intervention in the Sargent's Wharf
design. In general, there are four factors that contribute to
these barriers.
(1) Physical inaccessibility - Atlantic Avenue/
Commercial Street is a wide, amorphous street that separates
the North End neighborhood from the waterfront. The busy
traffic makes pedestrian difficult to cross the street. In
addition, there is the imposing, elevated Central Artery
which separates the neighbourhood from the downtown, and
severs the downtown from the waterfront.
(2) Institutional inaccessibility - the major institutional
barrier is the Coast Guard facility which constitutes one half
of the inaccessible segments. It is closed to the public during
working hours due to security reasons.
(3) Privatization - many of the wharves redeveloped in
the past decade are privatized. Among them are Union Wharf
and Lewis Wharf which are adjacent to Sargent's Wharf.
Privacy can manifest itself in two ways. First, through
physical declaration in the form of signs, gates, fences, and
guardhouses. Physical declaration of privacy can be real or
perceived barriers to access. Obviously fences keep the
public out. Gates designed to keep cars from parking
illegally by the waterfront are not necessarily a physical
barrier to pedestrian access, but it gives pedestrians a feeling
of intruding on someone else's property. Secondly, privacy
can be manifested in the type of uses. The North End
waterfront developments have a heavy residential component
with inadequate commercial and public functions.
Residential developments are by nature much more private
than retail or commercial uses.
Northern Entry to Union Wharf With The Gate Closed
Southern Entry to Union Wharf With the Guardhouse and Car Barriers
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PARKING
Union Wharf site plan - open space occupied by
surface parking
Northern entry to Lewis Wharf with the guardhouse and car barrier
The fenced-off Union Wharf swimming pool at the end
of the wharf impeding access to the water's edge.
(4) Psychological inaccessibility - Anniken Kloster
pointed out in "Public Access to Urban Waterfront
Developments" that public access is only meaningful if it is
psychologically accessible. For instance, a walkway,
although a form of physical access, may never be used if it
seems uninviting - which is a manifestation of poor
psychological access. In this sense, psychological access
deals with a person's perception of accessibility. Most of the
open spaces of the redevelopments in the North End
waterfront are left over spaces that are either underdeveloped
or used for surface parking. The homogeneity and the lack of
articulation result in unattractive and uninviting spaces,
making them psychologically inaccessible to the public.
Another factor that contributes to psychological
inaccessibility of the waterfront is the type of residences
being built. The waterfront consists mostly of luxurious
housing while the North End neighborhood has moderate to
low income housing. The waterfront is not integrated with
the neighborhood. It has a separate entity which may
contribute to feelings of resentment on behalf of the North
End community. This socioeconomic split translates into
poor psychological access.
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2.5 IMPLICATIONS ON THE DESIGN OF
SARGENT'S WHARF
A view of the public space at Union Wharf through a chain linkfence
Sargent's Wharf development should avoid the
barriers described above. Instead public access should be
celebrated in the true spirit of the Harborwalk theme in the
following ways: physical, visual, interpretative and
psychological.
(i) Physical access
a) Strengthen the physical accessibility from North End to
Sargent's Wharf by clearly defining the Clark Street
linkage.
b) Build a pedestrian bridge over Atlantic Avenue to
encourage pedestrian flow into Sargent's Wharf.
c) The water's edge promenade and public spaces of
Sargent's Wharf should be made visible, easily accessible
and inviting to the public.
(ii) Visual Access
a) Preserve and strengthen the Clark Street visual corridor
from the North End to Sargent's Wharf.
b) Create vistas and prevent the construction of an
impenetrable wall.
c) Building observation decks, towers, overlooks, rooftop
restaurants, and high-rise observation areas to enable
people to see the waterfront.
(iii) Interpretive Access
a) Breen and Rigby view interpretative access as seeking to
inform people about the waterfront. Sargent's Wharf can
increase interpretive access through the use of signs,
exhibits, brochures, lectures, films, books, and tours.
b) Public amenities, exhibits, festivals events using themes
from the waterfront could contribute to placing the
waterfront in people's minds and put them in touch with
the city's heritage. The incorporation of a marine museum
with exhibits can draw people into Sargent's Wharf.
(iv) Psychological Access
a) Better integration of the North End neighborhood with
Sargent's Wharf as one community, so that
psychologically North End residents feel that they can go
to the waterfront territory.
b) Develop mix income housing so that Sargent's Wharf can
be accessible and inhabitable by people of different social
classes.
c) Mix-use program that encourages public access. For
example, the ground floor area is for commercial or public
uses.
d) Articulate paths and spaces as public and inviting.
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CHAPTER THREE
DESIGN EXPLORATION
Nature can be considered as interacting process, responsive
to laws, constituting a value system, offering intrinsic
opportunities and limitations to human use...We can take our
knowledge of nature as process and apply this to a
problem...to discern the place of nature in a metropolitan
region.
Ann Whiston Spirn
The Granite Garden
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3.1 DESIGN INTENTION
The design of Sargents Wharf can be understood as a
design exploration of paths and places, built form and spaces
in a zone of exchange where the city meets the sea. The
design intention is to incorporate the Harborwalk idea and
public access from the North End to the sea.The design aims
at creating a continuity of experiences between the urban
fabric and the natural landscape, so as to bring to the public
a new awareness of the relationship of the city and the sea,
and to allow the public to participate interactively with the
landscape. For ultimately, this is what Boston as a port is
about.
Sargents Wharf
Locating at the edge of the city and the sea, Sargents
Wharf can be perceived as a territorial zone of exchange
where the urban fabric interacts with the natural landscape,
and a transitional zone where the land meets the sea. The
design development of Sargents Wharf is then focused on this
theme of exchange. It is about the development of a
mediating element, a zone in between that enhances the
dialectics of the two worlds. This built zone accommodates
the interpenetration between each of these larger continuities,
adjusting the shift from one definition to another. It is also a
mediating element that is placed on the common edge,
facilitating the reciprocal exchange of these two territories.
In order to design for this exchange, observations and
explorations are made into the levels of built and unbuilt, to
understand their formal behavior and spatial structure; and to
decide on where, how and how much to transform what were
there. Through this interplay of built and natural, land and
water, paths and places, permanent and transitory, the
intention is to create paths and places that address the forces
and dynamics of the larger orders. It is the awareness of our
specific location in the context of these larger orders that give
us a sense of belonging, and give the place an identity and
character.
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3.2 DESIGN CONCEPTS
Intersection of Clark St. and Hanover St. Old North Church
The central theme of the design is to create a path
and a place that celebrate the exchange of the built and
unbuilt, city and nature, land and sea. Design concepts are
drawn from the observation and transformation of the urban
and natural landscape.
3.2.1 Design Concepts Drawn from the Urban
Landscape
One of the important concepts when thinking of
exchange is that it is not limited to the edge where the pier
line is, instead the exchange is progressional and sequential.
It occurs in a series of transitional zones in different forms
and with different intensities. It is the experiences of this
sequential exchanges that constitute the content of the
"walk to the sea".
The scope of the exchange can be traced back to the
center of the North End. There are three concepts of
exchanges: (1) visual exchange through the Clark Street
visual corridor; (2) physical linkage by access continuity;
and (3) extension of the North End urban fabric into the
waterfront and vice versa.
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Hanover Street Clark Street 1) Visual Exchange through the Clark Street Visual
visual corridor visual corridor Corridor
Sargents
The Clark Street visual corridor is an important
exchange between the center of the North End and the seaWaterfront
* At the intersection of Hanover Street and Clark Street
where the church is, one can see the harbor looking down
Revere I Clark Street, across Sargents Wharf. This visual corridor i
aNorh End M formed by a typical street space in the North End which isPlaygroundMal* ndbatq
tight linear space defined by row houses on both sides. Th
corridor enables the passerby to notice the location of the
North End relative to the sea and visually direct them to tVisual Corridors in the North End district
waterfront.
Looking down Hanover Street Hanover Street visual corridor to the harbor At Clark and North Street - overlooking the site
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At the same junction, perpendicular to the Clark
Street visual corridor is another visual corridor to the sea,
the Hanover Street visual corridor. The visibility of water in
both directions enables one to realize that Boston is a
peninsula even though one is in the center of the North End.
The design proposal intends to reinforce this visual
corridor because of its importance in urban design. At
present, the Clark Street visual corridor cuts diagonally
across Sargents Wharf. Because of the physical distance
down the Wharf, the visibility of water is not very high. In
order to shorten the distance and to increase visibility, the
northern edge of Sargents Wharf is cut away to form a
canal, so that both water and boats can be brought further
inland. A land path is now translated to a water path. The
bridge over the canal helps to frame the visual corridor.
Clark Street visual corridor at Hanover Street The proposed canal in Sargents Wharf reinforces theClark Street visual Corridor
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(2) Physical Linkage by Access Continuity
j
Continuous access is an important way of linking the
inner North End neighborhood to the waterfront. As
discussed in the Chapter 1, it is not adequate just to provide
public access, public access has to be meaningful. Here, we
should examine some of the inherent design principles that
make public access work.
The access system can be described as "two
collective territories linked by a spine". It is based on the
principle of alternation of "path" and "places", "go" and
"stop", "access" and "accessed territories". The two
collective territories are nodes and places for stopping while
the spine is for movement. This access pattern can be found
in the North End fabric. The Waterfront Park and the North
End Playground are the two collective open spaces linked
by Commercial Street which is the spine in this case. The
two places act as points of entry and destination.
The same kind of access system can be used to
design the North End - Sargents Wharf linkage. The
Revere Mall at the intersection of Hanover and Clark Street
is the major collective open space in the inner North End
neighborhood. Clark Street acts as a spine that links up
Revere Mall to Sargents Wharf. In order to overcome the
interruption of the spine by the traffic along Commercial
Street, a pedestrian bridge is proposed to continue the spine
up the air. On the other side of Commercial Street, a
receptive space at the end of the spine or the entrance of
Sargents Wharf is needed to complete the access system. An
entry plaza for Sargents Wharf is proposed. It should give
the pedestrian, coming from the North End, a sense of
arrival. Statues and fountains, public seating areas with trees
and landscaping can make the place look public and inviting.
So physical access is reinforced by psychological access.
View of Entrance Plaza in Sargents Wharf
/
A
Revere
Mall
AIR/
Proposed buildings
Existing buildings
/ /
/
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In addition to the Revere Mall - Sargents Wharf's
entrance plaza linkage, the access principle is extended in
the design of a sequence of paths and places within the
Sargents Wharf development:
"...North End Revere Mall (place) - Clark Street (path) -
Sargents Wharf Entrance Plaza (place) - Water's Edge
Promenade (path) - Waterfront Court (place) - Canal
Sidewalk (path) - Pier Head Overlook (place) - Bridge
and Pierwalk (path) - Observation Deck and Marina
Terminal (place) - Water shuttle to Charlestown Navy
Yard (water path)..."
This network of paths and places integrate the North End to
Sargents Wharf to the sea. Commercial Street Proposed pedestrian bridge across Commercial Street to Sargents Wharf
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While the Old North Church, a tall and slender form,
acts as a landmark in Revere Mall, a proposed tower is used
in Sargents Wharf to act as a gate to define the entrance
plaza. The church and the tower are both point
configuration. Their tall and slender forms are different from
the urban fabric which consists of mostly low rise buildings.
Therefore a strong visual linkage is formed by the two
vertical forms, further reinforcing the connection of the two
open spaces. In fact, the proposed tower marks the
intersection of two view corridors, the Clark Street view
Proposed tower in Sargents Wharf/7 ~
St. Stephen Church at Hanover and Clark Street Old North Church in Paul Revere Mall I.M. Pei residential towers on Indian Wharf View of downtown towers looking from
the North End
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corridor which we have just discussed, and the Commercial
Street view corridor. Along Commercial Street, all the
wharves have low rise linear buildings. A tower marking
the Commercial Street /Sargents Wharf corner will become
an important urban scale signage that directs the pedestrian
walking along Commercial Street to turn into Sargents
Wharf.
Existing Commercial Street view of Sargents Wharf Commercial Street view of Sargents Wharf with the Proposed tower The proposed tower
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(3) Extension of the Urban Fabric
Proposed atrium
Interior street
One way of integrating the North End neighborhood
and the waterfront community is by physically extending the
Sargents Wharf development into the North End territory. At
present, Commercial Street acts as a zone of demarcation
that separates the two neighborhoods. By extending Sargents
Wharf development across Commercial Street, territorial
exchange occurs and the boundary of the two territories is
eliminated. The new development interlocks with the
existing buildings in the North End.
A reciprocal move can be made by extending the
North End fabric into Sargents Wharf. The North End fabric
has a spatial and dimensional structure. Associative
continuity of the North End and Sargents Wharf may be
established through a range of spatial and dimensional
similarities.
The spatial structure in the North End is formed by (i)
backyard spaces that are contained by buildings on four
sides with narrow alleys connected to the street; (ii)
collective courtyard spaces that are enclosed by buildings on
three sides with one side opening up to the street; and (iii)
linear street spaces in between buildings. Spaces are very
contained in general.Backyard and collective spaces in the North End transformed into
an atriwn in Sargents Wharf
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The Sargents Wharf design can react or interact with
the context by the continuation or transformation of the
existing spatial structure: (i) The spatial concept of the North
End backyard is transformed into an interior atrium in the
retail complex in Sargents Wharf. The atrium is surrounded
by shops on all sides with easy access to the streets. It
provides a sheltered space to shop and gather, and can be
developed into a winter garden. (ii) Collective courtyard
spaces are continued in Sargents Wharf. It is developed into
a waterfront courtyard with three sides enclosed by the built
form and one side opening up to the harbor.
Section of the atriwn Waterfront courtyard Commercial base with housing above
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Water's edge promenade
(iii) The North End street is transformed into a water's edge
promenade. One side of the promenade is opened to nature
while the other side is defined by a built edge.
In addition to spatial transformation, Sargents Wharf
should respond to the dimensions and the scale of its
existing context. The dimensions and scale of the North End
are very different from that of the waterfront. The North End
has rowhouses with a human scale and smaller dimensions.
The waterfront buildings are linear and directional with a
larger scale and dimensions. Sargents Wharf incorporates
the two scales and dimensions by section. The proposed
commercial base has larger dimensions while the residential
units on the upper levels have the scale and dimensions of
the North End rowhouses.
So far, our discussion has been focused on the
relationship between the North End and Sargents Wharf. We
have discussed how visual exchange, access continuity and
urban fabric extension can integrate the two neighborhoods
and facilitate the exchange of these two worlds. The
concentration of our exploration has been on the urban
landscape. We shall now turn to look at the relationship of
the natural landscape and the proposed built form in
Sargents Wharf.
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The proposed design 77
Conceptual wood model :
The Floating Logs - Directional Field Concept
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3.2.2 Design Concepts Drawn from the Natural
Landscape
Sargents Wharf is located at the edge of the city in
direct association with the sea. The exchange of land and
water becomes the central theme of the design. Design
concepts are derived from the observation of the surrounding
natural landscape. The behavior of the landscape is then
transformed into design principles. Knowledge of the natural
forms are transposed into the built vocabulary. The built
derives its inspiration from the unbuilt.
Four major design concepts are derived from the
observation and organic analogy of floating logs, landfill,
piles, and land water association. In the following, we shall
discuss their formal behavior and their design applications.
(1) The Floating Logs - Directional Field Concept
The formal behavior of the floating logs is
transformed into the basic organizational structure of
Sargents Wharf. Like the logs, the built form is linear and
directional. It conforms to the existing directional field in
the landscape and the built environment. The direction of the
built form reinforces the direction of the finger pier
landscape and access to the water. In this sense, the built
form becomes an intensification of the landscape.
In Sargents Wharf, the direction of the landscape and
access is reinforced by assembling built pieces in an additive
way. This is different from the design of some existing
buildings in the waterfront which uses one massive, linear
building to define direction and access to the water. The
design of a single massive building is not considered
because it does not respond very well to the human scale of
the North End. Furthermore, it acts as an object in the field,
creating a figure ground relationship with the surrounding
landscape. Such a relationship often results in left over open
spaces that are under articulated like most waterfront
developments in Boston.
The assemblage of built pieces in an additive way
enables greater association of built forms and open spaces,
solid and void. Like a cluster of floating logs, the
relationship of solid and void is no longer a figure-ground
relationship, but a figure-figure relationship. The positive is
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just as important as the negative , each defining the other. In
fact, the whole idea of Harborwalk and the path from North
End to the sea is about building the negative space.
Analogous to the slippage of the floating logs, the
additive built pieces are displaced horizontally to set up
territories for exchange and access. The built pieces shift
out to the water like logs that float out to the sea. The
displacement of the built pieces on land set up zones for
access and accessed territories while the displacement of
the piers in the sea creates canals and vistas.
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Conceptual model The initial move of the model is to set up a
directional field starting from Clark Street, to Sargents
Wharf, and out to the pier, forming a series of directional
land and water spaces. The diagrams on the right show the
conceptual development of the directional field in Sargents
Wharf.
a. The overall organization is understood through a
directional field. The field stresses the direction of land to
water. It is consistent with the direction of the larger
finger pier configuration of Boston waterfront.
b. The directional built form within the field are displaced
like logs that float out to the sea.
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c. The displacement of the built form set up different
territorial zones within the field.
d. The territorial zones have a dimensional structure that
defines a range of sizes for a hierarchy of paths and
places.
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e. Paths and places are organized by the principle of
alternation, characterized by an alternating "go" and
"stop" sequence.
f. The direction of the built form reinforces the direction of
the primary path that links the North End to the sea.The
directional of the secondary paths are perpendicular to the
primary, providing a secondary cross pier linkage from
Sargents Wharf to Union and Lewis Wharves.
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(2) The Landfill - Terrace Concept
The Yin-Yang symbol
The landfill is an initial attempt to make an exchange
of land and water. The edge of the landfill undulates with
alternating concave and convex contours. It forms a finger
relationship with the water. The exchange of land and water
is reciprocal in nature.
Reciprocity involves the shifting importance of
various factors. First, one seems to be primary, then the
other, after a while what used to be background becomes as
prominent as what is clearly the focus.
El
Landfill of North82
Reciprocity also implies a figure-figure relationship as
shown by the Chinese Yin-Yang symbol. In the design of
Sargents Wharf, land and water are both treated as figures.
While land is primary and water is secondary in the main
wharf, the alternate occurs at the pier. Inherent in the concept
of reciprocity is that all factors have their alternate within.
Design of environments, and the environments themselves,
consist of creating or exhibiting conversations between
31
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opposites, like land and water, summer and winter, go and
stop, open and close, inside and outside, public and private,
transitory and permanent.
Two design applications are made based on the
notion of landfill. The first application is the intensification
of the reciprocal exchange of land and water. This is done
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Terracing
Territorial layering : Sargents Wharf design as planes
by cut and fill operation on the edge. First, part of the land
on the northern edge is cut away to bring in a canal. Second,
land is filled on the eastern edge to create a protruding
landform for the boat house and for surveillance of the
landscape. Third, a receptive, U-shaped edge is created to
contain the marina.
The second design application is terracing the built
form like layering a series of landfill one on top of each
other. The terraces are perceived as outgrowth of the ground
form. The ideas of growth and additive layering are central
in this organic analogy. The vertical displacement of these
terraces will create useable horizontal territories while still
maintaining a close association with the ground, respecting
the natural form of the landscape.
By terracing, public and private territories can be
physically separated by height, and yet still maintain visual
and spatial exchange. The design of the housing complex
uses terracing to create private outdoor spaces and roof
gardens. In this way, the open space on the ground level can
be for commercial and public use while terraces above are
reserved for private residential use. Residents above can
look at the activities below. By terracing and vertical
displacement, the roof garden becomes an elevated backyard
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for the duplexes. Moreover, terracing the built form can
open up more residential units to harbor views and light.
Looking from the harbor towards Sargents Wharf,
one can see territorial layering at an urban scale. The
skyscrapers in the financial district define the sky line of
Boston; the intermediate zone is composed of midrise
buildings in the inner neighborhood; while Sargents Wharf
make a vertical transition from the urban edge to the water
by stepping down the built form in a series of terraces and
disintegrating the mass.
-A
Vertical displacement of terraces
Plan showing the roof garden and residential units /D
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(3) The Piles - Support Concept
Piles in the waterscape Piles translated into the support framework in Sargents Wharf
Piles are easily found in the waterfront supporting
piers that extend out to the water. The piles support
framework in the landscape is transformed into a column
support framework for the built form. The primary support
consists of columns, planks and elevator cores. This support
skeleton has the benefit of being a three dimensional screen
that allows visual and spatial continuity. It is suitable for
commercial buildings and public buildings like the marine
museum and the art and craft gallery. Secondary structure
like walls are used to make smaller definitions within the
larger skeleton. For example, walls are used to partition infill
residential units.
The support and the infill framework deals mainly
with the idea of thematic variation, flexibility and
adaptability. The essence of thematic variation is that there
is a stable and permanent part which is the support or the
theme, and there is the changing parts which is the infill or
variation. Flexibility and adaptability are accounted for by
the interaction of the permanent and changing parts. The
former would have to maintain the essential characteristics
of the building over time and across the site to create
continuity, while the latter could be freely modified to
respond to different uses in the program, and to the user's
ever-changing requirements.
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Piles stretching out to the harbor
This approach provides the 'loose-fit" necessary for The proposed new pier
the integration of "flexible spaces" to a meaningful structure.
It also allows the application of different scenarios to the
systems, yielding new alternatives as well as providing
different programming possibilities and flexibility to future
uses and growth.
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(4) The Land Water Association
Sargents Wharf bridges the world of land and water.
The design explores three areas of land and water
association: on the land/main wharf, by the pier, and at the
edge.
The experiences of land and water spaces is enriched
by the concept of reversal. Land dominates on the main
wharf, containing water spaces. The reverse occurs by the
pier where water dominates, containing land and the built
form. The reversal accentuates the contrast of land and
water. The dynamic quality of water by the pier is contrasted
against the stability of the land. The plasticity and transience
of water is contrasted against the solidity and permanence of
the landscape. The contrast creates a variety of experiences
for the pedestrians.
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The main wharf is a land dominated world. The water
spaces contained by the land are mainly objects in the field,
such as fountains and pools. Their unique forms mark the
major public collective spaces on the wharf.
A fountain is placed in the entrance plaza. Its focal
form aligns with the Clark Street visual corridor. North
Enders walking down Clark Street can see the fountain from
afar. The sound and the animation of water make a strong
introduction to the water spaces in Sargents Wharf. Like a
lot of public spaces, the fountain extends an inviting gesture
to the public, gives the entrance plaza a human scale and a Founain
sense of place.
Another form of water containment on the wharf is
the pool in the waterfront court. The integration of a pool
into the wharf brings water closer to the people. People can Pool
sit around the pool and interact with the water surface.
Visually, a connection can be make between the water in the
pool and the water in the harbor, increasing the 
.......
psychological accessibility of water to the people on the dom
wharf. A0
In addition, the pool provides a reflecting surface. The I
calm, shimmering surface of the pool mirrors the images of
the sky and the surrounding built forms. When a gentle
breeze ripples the water, reflections are fragmented like
shattering glasses.
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Marine museum
Canal
The water at rest in the pond is juxtaposed against
water in motion by the pier. Crossing the bridge from the
main wharf to the pier, one enters a world of water. There
are water paths, canals, a floating museum and gallery,
docks, marina and boats. Here, in additional to viewing the
harbor and standing by the water, pedestrians can actually
experience being above water, and surrounded by water. It is
almost like being on a ship, floating on the sea.
The canal in the water is an extension of Clark Street
on land. The linearity and the direction of the canal
enhances movement out to the harbor. Here, water paths are
interwoven with land paths. The water paths in between the
floating museum and the gallery create dramatic vistas to the
harbor. These water spaces reminds one of Venice, a city of
canals and boats.
While houses are the main form of dwelling on the
ground, ships are the primary form of inhabitation in the sea.
In this world of water, people can continue their journey by
ships and boats to the harbor.
Sargents Wharf embodies the two worlds of land and
water. The exchange of these two world occurs at the edge.
There are five different edge conditions where a variety of
exchanges take place: abrupt, gradual, overhanging,
bridging, and reciprocal.
The proposed marine museum, art and craft gallery an boathouse
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(a) Abrupt -
Abrupt exchange of land and water occurs at the
bulkhead and in places like the observation platform where
there is a steep slope from the earth to the water. This kind
of cliff-like edge condition is usually for viewing purpose,
as opposed to physical contact with the water.
(b) Gradual
Gradual exchange is found where there is a zone of
transition manifested as a gentle slope, gradually stepping
down to the water. Physical access to the water is possible
in this case.
Gra. ..du
Graebjd
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(c) Overhanging
An overhanging relationship is formed when a part of
the landmass, usually rock, that has undergone considerable
erosion projects into the sea. This formal exchange found in
the natural landscape is transposed into the built landscape.
The boat house protrudes into the water with the support of
piles. The edge of the built form is above water. The
exchange is vertical.
Overhanging
/
I
The proposed boathouse hangs over the water
Proposed bridges across the Canal in Sargents Wharf
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Bridging
(d) Bridging
If two landmasses are separated by water, bridging
occurs when part of the edges on both sides connect to link
the gap. Bridging occurs over the canal. Pedestrians and
service vehicles move across the bridge while boats cruise
under.
Reciprocal
r~.. .. ... .
®R
Images of Venice
(e) Reciprocal
Reciprocal forms enhance the habitable qualities of a
place because they maximize opportunities for association
and increase the territory at the edge. The land becomes a
protected receptive form where the water becomes
prominent, thus resulting in an interlocking, interdependence
of parts. We feel more comfortable using the prominent
form as a place to survey the surrounding landscape, and use
the concave form as a place to dwell.
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3.3 DESIGN PRESENTATION
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Sargents Wharf
viewed from the harbor
with finger piers extending out
to engage the water
orchestrating activities on land and
by the water
99
100
The Visual Corridor
framed by bridges
over the canal
reinforcing the route to the sea
uniting the waterfront
and the North End
101
0 32 64 96 128 ft
Section A-A
102
The Floating Pier
with the museum and gallery
interwoven with water paths
directional
like logs floating out to the sea
103
0 32 64 96 128 ft
Section B-B
104
The Terraced Habitat
associating with the ground
like a series of landfills
vertically displaced
with roof gardens
overlooking the harbor
Mixed housing and retail on 280 Commercial Street
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Mixed commercial and residential building on Sargents Wharf Mixed commercial and residential building on Pilot House Extension
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Massing site model
Building mass stepping down on Pilot House Extension
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0 32 64 96 128 ft
Elevation C-C
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The Boat House
bridging water and land
protruding out
with water running below
surveying the landscape
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APPENDIX
Adjusted Value
6.46%
34.73%
3.69% 9.03%
SUMMARY OF THE WILLINGNESS-TO-PAY MODEL
Use Net Area Adjusted Value
Use 1: Subsidized Housing 96,700 n.s.f. $5,802,000
Use 2: Market Housing 100,870 n.s.f. $31,182,716
Use 3: Small Tenant Retail 28,000 n.s.f. $8,106,918
Use 4: Large Tenant Retail 12,500 n.s.f. $3,312,500
Use 5: Small Tenant Office 52,530 n.s.f. $14,290,290
Use 6: Hotel 76.950 n.s.f $27,098,096
TOTALS 367,550 n.s.f. $89,792,520
115
30.18%
D Use 1: Subsidized Housing
0 Use 2: Market Housing
0Use 3: Small Tenant Retail
E3 Use 4: Large Tenant Retail
O Use 5: Smal Tenant Office
0 Use 6: Hotel
.................................. .................................................................................................  ...   .................. .......
Project Name: Sargent's Wharf/Pilot House/280 Commercial St. range: subhsg
USE 1:SUBSIDIZED HOUSING
Unit Type:
Floor Area of unit type (nsf);
Number of identical unit tvne
BASE VALUE:
A B C
800 1,000 1,250
0 A 18
$60 per n.s.f.
D E F Total W.T.P.
Areas Coefficient
100
Total Area of identical units: 31,200 43,000 22,500 0
below grade 0% 0% 0%
at grade 0% 0% 0%
HEIGHT 2nd -4th 44% 40% 38%
5th -8th 56% 60% 62%
8th and up 0% 0% 0%
East 0% 0% 0%
PRIMARY South 0% 0% 0%
ORIENTATIC West 25% 25% 25%
North 75% 75% 75%
Commercial S 0% 0% 0%
Primary Streel 0% 17% 17%
PRIMARY Secondary Str. 80% 0% 0%
ADJACENCY Public Court 0% 66% 66%
Semi-public C 0% 17% 17%
Private open s 20% 0% 0%
Service area 0% 0% 0%
Public St/cour 80% 50% 50%
PRIMARY Private st/com 20% 0% 0%
VIEWS Long water 0% 50% 50%
Short water 0% 100% 100%
1:4 0% 0% 0%
PERIMETER 1:2 0% 0% 0%
TO DEPTH 1:1 80% 20% 0%
RATIO 2:1 20% 80% 100%
4:1 0% 0% 0%
<1000 s.f.
96,700
0
0
39,478
57,222
0
0
0
24,175
72,525
0
11,135
24,960
43,230
11,135
6,240
0
57,710
6,240
32,750
65,500
0
0
33,560
63,140
0
100% 100% 0%
0.10
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.80
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.80
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
74,200 1.00
Value
Added (Lost)
to Average
due to WTP
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$O
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$O
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
AVAILABLE
FLOOR
AREA
1000 -2000 s.
2000 - 5000 s.
5000 -10,000:
+10.000 s.f.
0%
0%
0%
0%
2 per1000 s.f. 0% 0% 0%
AVAILABLE Iper1000 s.f. 0% 0% 0%
PARKING .5 per1000 s.f. 100% 100% 100%
.3 er1000 sf, 0% 0% 0%
Parking 0% 0% 0%
Subsidized Hc 0% 100% 0%
ADJACENT Office 0% 0% 0%
USE Retail 100% 0% 100%
Hotel 0% 0% 0%
SERVICE Direct 0% 0% 0%
ACCESS Indirect 100% 100% 100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
0%
0%
0%
22,500 1.00
0 1.00
0 1.00
0 1.00
0 1.00
0 1.00
96,700 1.00
0 1.00
0 1.00
43,000 1.00
0 1.00
53,700 1.00
0 1.00
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
0 1.00 $0
96,700 1.00 $o
TOTAL VALUE ADDED (LOST) TO AVERAGE DUE TO WTP
TOTAL VALUE OF USE
WEIGHTED AVERAGE VALUE PER N.S.F.
$0
$5,802,000
$60
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Project Name: Sargent's Wharf/Pilot House/280 Commercial St. range: mkthsg
USE 2; MARKET HOUSG G BASE VALTTF
A B C D
750 850 950 1,100
16 13 28 '27
E
1,270
8
F
1,420
8
Total Area of identical units: 12.000 11.050 26,600 29,700 10,160 11,360
below grade 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
atgrade 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
HEIGHT 2nd - 4th 40% 35% 44% 40% 41% 40%
5th - 8th 38% 45% 35% 35% 39% 40%
8th and up 22% 20% 22% 25% 20% 20%
East 30% 25% 20% 25% 18% 17%
PRIMARY South 50% 60% 60% 50% 65% 67%
ORIENTATICWest 20% 15% 14% 18% 16% 16%
North 0% 0% 6% 70% 0% 0%
Commercial S 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 0%
Primary Street 2% 5% 10% 8% 8% 5%
PRIMARY Secondary Str. 10% 12% 12% 14% 10% 10%
ADJACENCY Public Court 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Semi-public C 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Private open s 68% 63% 56% 58% 62% 85%
Service area 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Public St/cour 10% 8% 8% 10% 4% 5%
PRIMARY Private st/cow 10% 12% 12% 5% 10% 9%
VIEWS Long water 68% 69% 70% 75% 72% 75%
Short water 12% 11% 10% 10% 14% 11%
1:4 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
PERIMETER 1:2 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
TO DEPTH 1:1 20% 15% 15% 10% 0% 0%
RATIO 2:1 70% 70% 70% 70% 85% 90%
4:1 10% 15% 15% 20% 15% 10%
Total W.T.P.
Areas Coefficient
100
100,870
0
0
40,961
37,744
22,431
22,868
57,655
16,571
22,386
17,902
7,209
12,028
0
0
63,199
0
8,156
9,241
72,515
10,958
0
0
11,018
74,405
15,448
0.70
0.80
1.00
1.05
1.10
1.00
1.05
1.00
0.94
0.80
0.90
0.95
0.95
0.97
1.00
0.60
0.90
0.96
1.10
1.05
0.40
0.85
0.93
1.00
1.10
Value
Added(Lost)
to Average
due to WTP
$0
$0
$0
$560,497
$666,201
$0
$856,180
$0
($398,919)
($1,063,379)
($214,116)
($178,616)
$0
$0
$0
$0
($242,245)
($109,788)
$2,153,687
$162,719
$0
$0
($229,054)
$0
$458,791
AVAILABLE 1000-2000s.
FLOOR 2000 -5000 s.
AREA 5000 -10,000:
+10.000 s.f.
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
0%
0%
0%
100%
0%
0%
0%
2 per1000s.f. 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
AVAILABLE 1.5 per1000 s. 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
PARKING Iper1000 s.f. 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
.5 perl000 sf. 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Parking 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
ADJACENT Subsidized Hc 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%
USE Mkt/Lux Hou 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90%
(vertical or Office 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
horizontal) Retail 0% 0% 6% 0% 0% 0%
Hotel 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
SERVICE Direct 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
ACCESS Indirect 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
TOTAL VALUE ADDED (LOST) TO AVERAGE DUE TO WTP
TOTAL VALUE OF USE
WEIGHTED AVERAGE VALUE PER N.S.F.
100%
0%
0%
0%
100%
0%
0%
0%
77,820
0
0
0
0
100,870
0
0
0
10,087
90,783
0
1,596
0
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.02
1.00
0.90
0.50
0.90
0.75
1.00
0.94
0.92
0.98
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
($748,960)
$0
$0
($37,921)
$0
0 0.95 $0
100,870 1.00 Q
$1,224,326
$31,182,716
$309
100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 23,050 0.94 ($410,751)
Unit Type:
Floor Area of unit type in nsf
Number of identical unit tvne
$297 er nsf
<1000 s.f.
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Project Name: Sargent's Wharf/Pilot House/280 Commercial St. range: smret
USE 3: SMALL TENANT RETAIL BASE VALUE:
C D E F Total W.T.P.
Areas Coefficient
23A
Total Area of identical units: 13.000 15,000 0 0
below grade 0% 0%
at grade 70% 70%
HEIGHT 2nd - 4th 30% 30%
5th - 8th 0% 0%
8th and up 0% 0%
East 9% 10%
PRIMARY South 50% 60%
ORIENTATICWest 12% 10%
North 29% 20%
Commercial S 30% 35%
Primary Streel 20% 15%
PRIMARY Secondary Str. 0% 0%
ADJACENCY Public Court 26% 30%
Canal 24% 20%
Private open s 0% 0%
Service area 0% 0%
Public St/cour 40% 50%
PRIMARY Private st/cow 0% 0%
VIEWS Long water 25% 17%
Short water 35% 33%
1:4 0% 0%
PERIMETER 1:2 50% 0%
TO DEPTH 1:1 40% 60%
RATIO 2:1 10% 30%
4:1 0% 10%
28,000
0
19,600
8,400
0
0
2,670
15,500
3,060
6,770
9,150
4,850
0
7,880
6,120
0
0
12,700
0
5,800
9,500
0
6,500
14,200
5,800
1,500
0.92
1.00
0.80
0.40
0.20
1.00
1.02
1.00
0.98
1.05
1.00
0.90
1.02
1.00
0.40
0.60
1.00
0.85
1.03
1.02
0.97
1.00
1.02
1.04
1.06
Value
Added(Lost)
to Average
due to WTP
$0
$0
($462,000)
$0
$0
$0
$85,250
$0
($37,235)
$125,813
$0
$0
$43,340
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$47,850
$52,250
$0
$0
$78,100
$63,800
$24,750
AVAILABLE 1000 -2000 s.
FLOOR 2000 -5000 s.
AREA 5000-10,000:fin af
0%
0%
0%
0%M
100%
0%
0%
0%
2 per1000 s.f. 0% 0%
AVAILABLE 1 per1000 s.f. 0% 0%
PARKING .5 per1000s.f. 0% 0%
.3 per1000 s.f 100% 100%
Parking 0% 0%
ADJACENT Subsidized Hc 0% 0%
USE Mkt/Lux How 0 0
(vertical or Office 0% 0%
horizontal) Retail 100% 100%
Hotel 0% 0%
SERVICE Direct 100% 100%
ACCESS Indirect 0% 0%
TOTAL VALUE ADDED (LOST) TO AVERAGE DUE TO WTP
TOTAL VALUE OF USE
WEIGHTED AVERAGE VALUE PER N.S.F.
15,000 1.00
0 1.00
0 1.00
0 1.00
0 1.04
0 1.00
0 1.00
28,000 1.00
0 1.08
0 0.90
0 1.00
0 0.98
28,000 1.05
0 1.00
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$385,000
$0
28,000 1.00 $0
0 0.85 so
$406,918
$8,106,918
$290
13,000 1.00
Unit Type:
Floor Area of unit type in nsf
Number of identical unit t e
A
1,000
131
275 ner nsf
B
1,50
in
<1000 s.f. 100%
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Project Name: Sargent's Wharf/Pilot House/280 Commercial St. range: LGRET
USE 4: LARGE TENANT RETAIL BASE VALUE:
C D E F Total W.T.P.
Areas Coefficient
34
Total Area of identical units: 5,000 7,500 0 0 0
below grade 0% 0%
at grade 100% 20%
HEIGHT 2nd -4th 0% 80%
5th - 8th 0% 0%
8th and up 0% 0%
East 25% 60%
PRIMARY South 50% 20%
ORIENTATIC West 25% 0%
North 0% 20%
Commercial S 0% 0%
Primary Street 0% 0%
PRIMARY Secondary Str. 0% 0%
ADJACENCY Public Court 0% 100%
Canal 100% 0%
Private open s 0% 0%
Service area 0% 0%
Public St/cour 0% 0%
PRIMARY Private st/cow 0% 0%
VIEWS Long water 100% 80%
Short water 0% 20%
1:4 0% 0%
PERIMETER 1:2 0% 0%
TO DEPTH 1:1 0% 0%
RATIO 2:1 0% 0%
4:1 100% 100%
<1000 s.f.
12,500
0
6,500
6,000
0
0
5,750
4,000
1,250
1,500
0
0
0
7,500
5,000
0
0
0
0
11,000
1,500
0
0
0
0
12,500
0% 0%
0.90
1.00
0.94
0.40
0.20
1.00
1.02
1.00
1.00
1.05
1.00
0.75
1.03
1.02
0.40
0.40
1.00
0.80
1.05
1.02
0.92
0.97
1.00
1.02
1.03
Value
Added(Lost)
to Average
due to WTP
$0
$0
($90,000)
$0
$0
$0
$20,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$56,250
$25,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$137,500
$7,500
$0
$0
$0
$0
$93,750
0 0.60
AVAILABLE 1000 -2000 s.
FLOOR 2000 -5000 s.
AREA 5000 -10,000:
+10.000s.f.
0%
100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
0%
0
5,000
7,500
0
2 per1000 sf. 0% 0%
AVAILABLE 1 per1000 s.f. 100% 100%
PARKING .5 per1000 s.f. 0% 0%
.3tperlOOOs.f. 0% 0%
Parking 0% 0%
ADJACENT Subsidized Hc 0% 0%
USE Mkt/Lux How 0 0
(vertical or Office 0% 0%
horizontal) Retail 0% 100%
Community/P 100% 0%
SERVICE Direct 100% 100%
ACCESS Indirect 0% 0%
TOTAL VALUE ADDED (LOST) TO AVERAGE DUE TO WTP
TOTAL VALUE OF USE
WEIGHTED AVERAGE VALUE PER N.S.F.
0.85
1.00
1.00
1.00
0 1.00
12,500 0.98
0 0.94
0 0.92
0 1.05
0 0.90
0 1.00
0 0.98
7,500 1.00
5,000 1.00
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
($62,500)
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
12,500 1.00 $0
0 0.25 $0
$187,500
$3,312,500
$265
$0
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Unit Type:
Floor Area of unit type in nsf
Nimber of identical unit t e
A
2,500
2
S250 ner nsf.
B
7,500
1
.7
Project Name: Sargent's Wharf/Pilot House/280 Commercial St. range: SMOFF
USE 5: SMALL TENANT OFFICE BASE VALUE:
Unit Type:
Floor Area of unit type in nsf
Number of identical unit tvne
A
2,230
11
B
4,000
7
C D E F Total W.T.P.
Areas Coefficient
89
Total Area of identical units: 24530 28,000 0 0 0 0
below grade 0% 0%
at grade 0% 0%
HEIGHT 2nd -4th 100% 100%
5th - 8th 0% 0%
8th and up 0% 0%
East 30% 20%
PRIMARY South 30% 40%
ORIENTATICWest 30% 20%
North 10% 20%
Commercial S 70% 80%
Primary Stree 0% 0%
PRIMARY Secondary Str. 0% 0%
ADJACENCY Public Court 30% 20%
Semi-public C 0% 0%
Private open s 0% 0%
Service area 0% 0%
Public St/cour 0% 80%
PRIMARY Private st/cow 0% 0%
VIEWS Long water 45% 0%
Short water 55% 20%
1:4 0% 0%
PERIMETER 1:2 0% 0%
TO DElFH 1:1 50% 0%
RATIO 2:1 50% 100%
4:1 0% 0%
<1000 s.f.
15
52,530
0
0
52,530
0
0
12,959
18,559
12,959
8,053
39,571
0
0
12,959
0
0
0
22,400
0
11,039
19,092
0
0
12,265
40,265
0
0% 0%
0.90
1.00
1.00
1.05
1.08
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.98
1.02
1.00
0.98
1.00
0.95
0.85
0.75
1.00
0.98
1.02
1.05
0.80
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0 0.95
Value
Added(Lost)
to Average
due to WTP
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
($42,359)
$208,143
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$58,063
$251,053
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
AVAILABLE'
FLOOR
AREA
1000 -2000 s.
2000 - 5000 s.
5000 -10,000:.
+10.000 slf.
2 per1000 s.f. 0% 0%
AVAILABLE 1 per1000 s.f. 0% 0%
PARKING .5 per1000 s.f. 100% 100%
.3 per1000 s.f 0% 0%
Parking 0% 0%
ADJACENT Subsidized Hc 0% 0%
USE Mkt/Lux How 0% 0%
(vertical or Office 50% 25%
horizontal) Retail 50% 75%
Hotel 0% 0%
SERVICE Direct 100% 100%
ACCESS Indirect 0% 0%
TOTAL VALUE ADDED (LOST) TO AVERAGE DUE TO WTP
TOTAL VALUE OF USE
WEIGHTED AVERAGE VALUE PER N.S.F.
100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
0%
0%
24,530 1.00
28,000 1.00
0 1.00
0 1.00
0 1.00
0 1.00
52,530 1.00
0 0.96
0
0
0
19,265
33,265
0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
1.00
0.90
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
52,530 1.00 $0
0 0.97 $0
$474,900
$14,290,290
$272
S0
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Project Name: Sargent's Wharf/Pilot House/280 Commercial St. range: HOTEL
USE 6: HOTEL
Unit Type (room):
Floor Area of unit type in nsf
Number of identical unit tv e
BASE VALUE:
A B
390 450
90 93
$335 per n.s.f.
C D E F Total W.T.P.
Areas Coefficient
183
Total Area of identical units: 35,100 41.850 0 0 0 0
below grade
at grade
2nd -4th 16% 16%
5th - 8th 33% 33%
8th and uD 51% 51%
East 35% 35%
PRIMARY South 30% 30%
ORIENTATICWest 20% 20%
North 15% 15%
Commercial S 30% 30%
Primary Street
PRIMARY Secondary Street
ADJACENCY Public Court 70% 70%
Semi-public Court
Private open space
Service area
Public St/cour 30% 30%
PRIMARY Private st/court
VIEWS Long water 70% 70%
Short water
1:4
PERIMETER 1:2 100% 100%
TO DEPTH 1:1
RATIO 2:1
4:1
<1000 s.f.
76,950
0 0.60
0 0.75
12,312 1.00
25,394 1.04
39,245 1.06
0
26,933
23,085
15,390
11,543
0
1.00
1.02
1.00
0.98
23,085 0.95
0 0.97
0 1.00
53,865 0.99
0 1.02
0 1.05
0 0.60
0
23,085 0.98
0 1.00
53,865 1.06
0 1.03
0
0 0.60
76,950 1.00
0 1.00
0 1.05
0 1.10
0
0 0.90
Value
Added(Lost)
to Average
due to WTP
$0
$0
$0
$340,273
$788,814
$0
$154,670
$0
($77,335)
($386,674)
$0
$0
($180,448)
$0
$0
$0
($154,670)
$0
$1,082,687
$0
AVAILABLE 1000 - 2000 sf.
FLOOR 2000 -5000 s.
AREA 5000 -10,000:
+10 000 sf
52% 52%
48% 48%
2 per1000s.f.
AVAILABLE 1 per1000 sf.
PARKING .5 per1000 s.f.
.3 per1000 s.f. 100% 100%
Parking
ADJACENT Subsidized Housing
USE Mkz/Lux How 100% 100%
(vertical or Office
horizontal) Retail
Hotel
SERVICE Direct
ACCESS Indirect
TOTAL VALUE ADDED (LOST) TO AVERAGE DUE TO WTP
TOTAL VALUE OF USE
WEIGHTED AVERAGE VALUE PER N.S.F.
0 0.96
40,014 1.00
36,936 0.98
0 0.95
0
0 1.00
0 1.00
0 1.00
76,950 1.00
0
0 0.95
0 0.75
76,950 1.00
0 0.95
0 0.98
0 1.00
0
$0
$0
($247,471)
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
0 1.00 $0
0 0.25 $s
$1,319,846
$27,098,096
$352
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
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